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Abstract 

The air-breathing Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) and Zinc Air Fuel Cell (ZAFC) 

were experimentally studied in a climate chamber in order to investigate the impact of 

climatic environmental parameters such as varying temperature and relative humidity 

conditions on their performance. The experimental results presented in the form of 

polarization curves and discharge characteristic curves indicated that these parameters 

have a significant effect on the performance of these fuel cells. The results showed that 

temperature levels below ooc are not suitable for the operation of these fuel cells. 

Instead, itwas found that air-breathing DMFC is favored by high temperature conditions 

while both positive and negative effects were noticed for the air-breathing ZAFC. The 

results of the varying humidity conditions showed a negative impact on the air-breathing 

DMFC at a lower temperature level but a performance increase was noticed at a higher 

temperature level. For air-breathing ZAFC, the effect of humidity on the performance 

was also found to be influence by the operating temperature. 

Furthermore, common atmospheric air pollutants such as N20, S02, CO and N02 were 

experimentally investigated on the air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC. At the concentration 

of 20 ppm, these air contaminants showed to have a negative effect on the performance of 

both air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC. For both air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC, 

performance degradations were found to be irreversible. It is therefore evident from this 

research that the performance of the air-breathing fuel cell will be affected in an 

application situated in a highly air-polluted area such as Vaal Triangle or Southern 

Durban. It is recommended the air-breathing fuel cell design include air filters to counter 

the day-to-day variations in concentration of air pollutants. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In recent years there has been a growing concern with the degradation of the environment 

and the effect air pollution has on human health. These strong concerns are the result of 

burning fossil fuels as the method of acquiring energy, which at the moment is the most 

widely used method in the South Africa's energy sector. However, the use of clean 

energy sources such as fuel cells could lead to a viable option for power sources in a wide 

range of applications which includes vehicular, stationary and portable applications. 

Recently, various types of fuel cells such as Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell 

(PEMFC), Zinc Air Fuel Cell (ZAFC) and Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) have been 

under intensive research and development at Vaal University of Technology. Research on 

these fuel cells has been focusing on development and increasing the performance in 

terms of efficiency for wide range of applications. 

However, not much research has been done on the impact of air pollution on air

breathing fuel cells. This is very vital for fuel cells since the use of ambient air provides 

oxygen on the cathode side, as it is required to complete the electrochemical reaction that 

produces electricity (Kosanovic, 2004). When the oxidant supplied to the fuel cells is not 

from a contained source such as bottled oxygen, impurities present in the immediate 

atmosphere may have a negative effect on the air-breathing fuel cell performance and 

operation (Moore et al. , 2000). 

Among the three fuel cells mentioned above, PEMFC is the preferred choice for mobile 

applications. However, there is still little information published on what can happen when 

a PEMFC powered car gets stuck in a heavily air polluted area such as Vaal Triangle or 

in a bumper-to-bumper traffic alongside with petrol or diesel vehicles. 



Furthermore, the operation of these three types of fuel cells may be required elsewhere 

around the world to fulfill the power demands of various applications. Therefore, since 

the operation of passive air-breathing fuel cells is directly linked to the surrounding 

atmosphere, the effect of widely varying climatic environmental conditions such as 

temperature and air humidity was investigated. The available information in the literature 

concerning the impact of these environmental conditions on fuel cells is very limited and 

specific. The generation of systematic experimental data is very crucial for fuel cell 

developers to enable optimization of fuel cells operating conditions according to the 

specific fuel cell design and operation requirements. 

1.2 Problem statement 

Recently, the Vaal University ofTechnology became involved in the fuel cell technology 

research, with research efforts being applied to designing various types of fuel cells for 

the telecommunication field. However, some of the fuel cells developed at the Telkom 

Center of Excellence (TCoE) rely strongly on the ambient air to supply the oxygen 

needed to complete the electrochemical reaction that produces electricity. Therefore, 

before these products can perform in commercial applications, they must be tested under 

varying climatic environmental conditions and be exposed to some of the major air 

pollutants in order to determine if there are any performance shortfalls caused by these 

conditions. 

1.3 Methodology 

The first step was a literature survey on fuel cells, specifically on the air-breathing 

PEMFC, DMFC and on the ZAFC. This part of the theoretical work focused on 

obtaining information in the existing literature on the effects of temperature and relative 

humidity on these fuel cells. This also included learning about their method of operation 

and gathering information about all technical aspects rdating to their operation and 

performance. 
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The second step was to determine the valid experimental test procedure to be used for 

each fuel cell type and to organize all the equipment needed to perform temperature and 

humidity experiments on these fuel cells. 

The third step involved the gathering of information on the common types of major air 

pollutants and the data on their prevalence in the Vaal Triangle area or any other area 

identified as a major air pollution hotspot in South Africa. This information served as a 

guide in the determination of the concentration levels of the gas impurities, which were 

used to perform the air pollution experiments. 

The forth step was to design the appropriate polluted atmospheric environment that 

would not be harmful to people and the equipment. Suitable experimental procedures for 

the air pollution experiments were developed and all equipment required for each fuel 

cell type was identified and organized. Finally the experiments were performed and the 

experimental data was analyzed. 

1.4 Delimitations 

Detailed information relating to the design of air-breathing DMFC, PEMFC and the 

design of the ZAFC was not part of this research. Furthermore, in all the experiments 

performed on air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC, an assumption was made that the air 

pressure was constant at all times since these fuel cells operate under ambient 

atmospheric pressure. The work done in this research only concentrated on low power 

air-breathing fuel cells and high power fuel cell systems were excluded. 

1.5 Importance of research 

The main objective of this research was to determine if the fuel cells using atmospheric 

air as the oxidant are to be considered as viable power sources for applications in the 

highly air polluted areas of South Africa. Another objective was to determine the effects 

3 



of ever changing climatic environmental conditions on fuel cell performance and 

operation. 

The appropriate design guidelines for the air-breathing PEMFC, DMFC and the ZAFC 

were developed from the results obtained from these experiments to prevent technical 

risks in the early commercial applications. 

1.6 Overview of the dissertation 

This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter one gives the background motivation 

of the research topic. Chapter two focuses on the air-breathing fuel cell types and 

discusses information from the existing literature on the effect of climatic environmental 

parameters that affect fuel cell performance. The findings and the conclusions made 

about the effect of air pollution on the air-breathing fuel cell performance are also 

presented based on the views of other fuel cell researchers who did a similar research. 

Chapter three focuses on the experimental study on the impact of atmospheric conditions 

on the performance of the air-breathing ZAFC. In addition, the results obtained from the 

investigations done on the air-breathing ZAFC were presented. 

The results of the investigation on the impact of atmospheric conditions on the 

performance of the air-breathing DMFC are presented in chapter four. 

The conclusions and recommendations are presented in chapter five. 

1.7 Summary 

In this chapter, an introduction to the research was given. The aims of this research were 

stated. The importance of the research was emphasized and the scope was outlined. The 

delimitations were also clearly stated. 
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In the next chapter, air-breathing fuel cells and their operation are introduced and 

discussed. Furthermore, environmental factors that are suspected to have an impact on 

these fuel cells are addressed in detail based on previous related studies reported in the 

literature. 
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Chapter 2 Air-breathing fuel cells and the impact of the environment 

on their performance 

2.1 Introduction 

A fuel cell is a device that converts chemical energy from a chemical reaction directly 

into electrical energy with high efficiency as compared to the power devices based on 

thermal, mechanical and electrical energy conversion processes. For proper operation of a 

fuel cell, a fuel such as hydrogen or methanol and an oxidant like oxygen must 

continuously be supplied to it. Some fuel cell designs use pure oxygen supplied from a 

gas cylinder, but this is expensive. Therefore, ambient air is used as an alternative by 

some of the fuel cell designs to provide the required oxygen to the cathode side (Li eta/., 

2003). 

According to Bender et al. (1995: 13.1) the effect of atmospheric oxygen as a 

depolarizing agent in electrochemical systems was first noted early in the nineteenth 

century. 

Although a blower or fan could be used to feed air to the fuel cell, each of these devices 

consumes a certain amount of power, but may nevertheless be helpful in large-scale fuel 

cells and fuel cell stacks. For small power fuel cells or where pumping or fan system is 

not available, natural convection mass transfer is used to obtain oxygen directly from the 

ambient air to supply the fuel cell cathode side (Li et al. , 2003). 

Hottinen et a/. (2003) mentioned that for a small PEMFC system, power density and 

simplicity of the system form vital design criteria. The use of free convection for oxygen 

transport to the cathode might be desirable to eliminate power consuming fans and 

compressors. Therefore, atmospheric factors relating to the environment in which the air

breathing PEMFC operates should be investigated in order to attain a commercia !y 

viable portable-power generating system. 
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The air-breathing DMFC has also attracted the interest of many researchers as an 

alternative power source for the next generation power units in portable electronics since 

air compressors can simply be removed. This reduces the volume, cost and energy 

consumption of the system. Nevertheless, investigations of this type of DMFC in ambient 

environment are limited. Therefore, reliability of the air-breathing DMFC as a practical 

device remains undetermined (Chen & Yang, 2003). 

This chapter examines passtve air-breathing fuel cells such as PEMFC, ZAFC and 

DMFC designed for low power applications. The working principle of the above 

mentioned fuel cells and the influence on their performance caused by the surrounding 

environment in which they operate will be discussed in detail. This will give insight to 

the reader about the challenges of the varying climatic conditions and also the impact of 

common atmospheric air pollutants on air-breathing fuel cell performance as reported by 

other researchers. 

All the work presented in this chapter is based on the literature and the findings of other 
' fuel cell researchers who previously did similar research regarding environmental impact 

on fuel cell performance. 

2.2 Types of passive air-breathing fuel cells 

According to (Hottinen, 2004:26) the term air-breathing in fuel cells refer to the natural 

conversion by which oxygen required in the cell reactions is transferred directly from the 

ambient air into the cell. 

The natural convection of air into the cathode channels is driven by buoyancy that is 

caused by the temperature and gas deposition and gradients. The temperature gradient is 

caused by the heat generated in the cell reactions and with possible external heating of 

the cell. The changes in gas composition are caused by cathode reactions that consume 

oxygen to produce water (Hottinen, 2004). 
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2.2.1 The air-breathing DMFC 

According to Kho et al. (2005:50) the passive air-breathing DMFC operates without the 

help of external devices for the pumping of methanol and blowing air into the cell. As 

shown in figure 1, oxygen diffuses into the cathode directly from the ambient air by the 

air-breathing action of the cell while methanol diffuses into the anode from the built-in 

feed reservoir driven by concentration gradient between the anode and the reservoir. The 

configurations of the single cells and stacks of the passive feed DMFC are very different 

from the active ones into which methanol and air are fed by force. 

As it can be seen in figure 1, the most striking feature of the passive air-breathing DMFC 

is its simpler structure and the compactness of the system design. It consists of membrane 

electrode assembly (MEA) that comprises two electrodes, the anode and the cathode, 

separated by a Nation 115 proton conducting membrane. The MEA is sandwiched 

between two electrical current collectors made of stainless steel plates. For the simplicity 

of the system, a 3 ml methanol solution reservoir is built into the anode fixture (Liu et 

al., 2005). 

End plates J 

3 mL methanol solution reservoir 

Anode current collector 

~--------~- MEA 

'-------------- Cathode current collector 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of an air-breathing DMFC (Liu et al. 2005:290). 
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According to Chen and Yang (2003) an air-breathing DMFC has an anode at which 

methanol is electrochemically oxidized to carbon dioxide (C02) and a cathode at which 

oxygen is reduced to water (H20). The electro-chemical reactions of the air-breathing 

DMFC are as follows: 

Anode reaction: CH30H + H20 --+ 6H+ +C02 + 6e· 

Cathode reaction: 1.502 + 6H+ + 6e-- 3H20 

Overall reaction: CH30H + 1.502--+ C02 + 2H20 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The overall reaction for the air-breathing DMFC is the electro-oxidation of methanol to 

C02 and H20 along with heat by a combustion reaction as in equation (3). The 

thermodynamic reversible potential at 298°K of the overaH reaction is I ,21 V. In practice 

this theoretical cell potential is never achieved due to poor oxidation kinetics of methanol 

and the problem of methanol cross over to the cathode. The normal working cell voltage 

is around 0,6 to 0,7 V for a single cell (Chen & Yang, 2003). 

The passive air-breathing DMFC operates at the temperature of up to 70°C to prevent too 

high vapor pressures, because the boiling point of methanol at atmospheric pressure is at 

65°C (Reeve, 2002). 

2.2.2 The air-breathing PEMFC 

According to Ying et al. (2005:572) for air-breathing PEMFC, the air is introduced into 

the cathode channels by free convection. When the air-breathing PEMFC is operating, 

thermal gradients in the solution caused by cell irreversible loss result in density 

differences that drive the connection. Moreover, density differences are also caused by 

the consumption of oxygen and production of water in the electro-chemical reaction, 

which contribute to buoyancy forces that drive the fluids through the channel 

configuration. Figure 2 presents a schematic structure of the a~ir-breathing PEMFC 

showing the channel configurations of both anode and the cathode. 
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The single air-breathing PEMFC shown in figure 2 consists of seven components, which 

include the electrolyte with a perfluorinated polysulfonate structure developed by Du 

Pont and two electrodes made of carbon-supported platinum catalyst. These three parts 

are assembled into a sandwich structure to form MEA. 

The cathode bipolar plate is machined into a straight channel and the anode plate is 

designed as a serpentine groove. These bipolar plates provide a gas path for the cathode 

and anode reactant into the cell. They also play an important role in the way membrane is 

hydrated (Ying et al., 2005). 

Air in 

I 

I 

Anode 

,-----
I 
I 

End plates ----: 

MEA 

H2 out 

• 
I 

__ .. ______________ ..,.....~--- -: 

-----. H2 in 

L - - - - - -,""_ .. ..;;..., _____ ---_-_____ __, 

~ 0 

Anode channel configuratiOn ,Air in 

'' \ 
' \ 

...... ,\ 

Current 
collectors 

Flow channels Cathode 

Cathode channel configuration 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of channel configuration for the air-breathing PEMFC 

(Ying eta/. 2005:565). 

According to Chu and Jiang (1999: 128) nation membrane as an electrolyte for PEMFC 

has shown good ion conductivity and stability in the temperature range of ooc to 1 oooc 
of normal fuel cell operating conditions. 
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The electrochemical reactions for an air-breathing PEMFC at the anode and the cathode 

catalyst layer are as follows: 

Anode reaction: H2 ~ 2H+ + 2e-

Cathode reaction: ~ 0 2 + 2e- + 2H+ ~ H20 

Overall cell reaction: H2 + ~ 02 ~ H20 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The practical working voltage of an air-breathing PEMFC is typically from 0,7 V for a 

single cell, and many cells may be connected in series in order to produce a higher 

working voltage (Young, 1960). 

2.2.3 The air-breathing ZAFC 

The air-breathing ZAFC uses oxygen directly from the atmosphere to produce 

electrochemical energy. It has some similarities to a number of types of fuel cells as well 

as some characteristics of batteries (Zhang, 2005). 

Bender et al. (1995:13.1) stated that oxygen diffuses into the cell directly from the 

atmosphere and is used as the cathode reactant. The air cathode catalytically promotes the 

reaction of oxygen with an aqueous alkaline electrolyte, which is not consumed by the 

reaction . After oxygen has gone through the gas diffusion electrodes, it forms hydroxyl 

ions. These hydroxyl ions travel through the electrolyte to the zinc anode and react with 

zinc to form zinc oxide. 

Figure 3 depicts a schematic diagram of a typical air-breathing ZAFC, which consist of a 

central static replaceable anode cassette. The replaceable anode cassette contains an 

electrochemically generated zinc particles in a potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution 

acting as an electrolyte. This is then compacted onto a current collection frame and 

inserted onto a separator envelope, flanked on two sides by high power air or oxygen 

reduction cathodes (Goldstein et al., 1999). 
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram of an air-breathing ZAFC (Goldstein eta/. 1999:172). 

The electrochemical reactions for the air-breathing ZAFC are as follows: 

Anode: Zn + 20H- ZnO + H20 + 2e

Cathode: Yz 0 2+ H20 + 2e-- 20H

Overall reaction: Zn + Yz 0 2- ZnO 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

After the zinc is used up, the recycling or refuelling system uses electrolysis to convert 

ZnO back to zinc metal in pellet form using AC electricity (Zhang, 2005). 

According to Bender et al. (1995 : 13 .6) ZAFC operate at temperatures from 0 to 40°C 

with the nominal open circuit voltage of 1,45 V. The initial closed circuit voltage at 20 

oc ranges from 1,1 to 1,4 V depending on the discharge load. The discharge is relatively 

flat with a cut-off voltage of 0,8 V. 

2.3 Theoretical background for determining the performance of the fuel cell 

The characteristic performance of a fuel cell at any given set of operating conditions is 

expressed in a polarization curve, which is a graph of fuel cell voltage versus current or 

current density expressed in (Acm-2
). 
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Figure 4 shows a polarization curve that is typical of both air~breathing DMFC and 

PEMFC. Neither of these fuel cells can achieve the theoreticai voltage of I ,23 V. In 

reality, these fuel cells have highest output voltage at open circuit conditions and this 

voltage drops with increasing current drawn. The fud cell efficiency is defined as the 

percentage ratio of the operating cell voltage relative to the ideal ce ll voltage (College of 

Desert, 2001 ). 

-.1 Theoretical Maximum Voltage 
1.2 --,------------------------ ------,--------· 

G) ® ® Ohmic ac: Polarization ·- c - ~·-
G ... i 

1::.~ 
Cl) 8cG a ~~::-s co 

~ 

.\ a; 
0 

I 

Operating Range of Fuel Cell 

Current (I) 

Figure 4 Polarization curve for PEMFC and DMFC (College of Desert, 2001:4:47). 

Polarization is caused by chemical and physical factors associated with various elements 

of the fuel cell. In figure 5, increasing polarization curves are associated with a greater 

power and higher electrochemical efficiency of the fuel cell. The lower the polarization 

curve, the lower the electrochemical efficiency and power output of the fuel cell (CoUege 

of Desert, 200 1 ). 
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Figure 5 Polarization curve variations (College of Desert, 2001:4:50). 

It was mentioned in the section (2.2.3) that air-breathing ZAFC share some 

characteristics with the batteries. Therefore, the performance of the air-breathing ZAFC 

can be determined in terms of its discharge characteristic curve similar to the one used in 

batteries. This curve is a plot of cell voltage versus the discharge time at which the cell is 

discharged at a constant current drain expressed in ampere-hours (Ah). 

According to Linden (1995: 3.4) as the cell resistance or discharge current increases, the 

discharge voltage decreases and a discharge curve shows a more sloping profile. This is 

illustrated in figure 6 where curve 2 is similar to curve 1 except it represents a cell with a 

higher internal resistance or higher discharge rate as compared to the cell represented by 

curve 1. 

In the idealized case, the discharge of the battery proceeds at the theoretical voltage until 

the active materials are consumed and the capacity is fully utilized, and then the voltage 

drops to zero. 
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Figure 6 Discharge characteristic curves of a lead-acid battery (Linden, 1995:13.4). 

2.4 The impact of the climatic environmental factors on air-breathing fuel cells 

Air-breathing fuel cells discussed in the previous sections are designed to operate using 

oxygen from the surrounding air, which in turn makes them much lighter, simpler and 

lower in cost than the active types. This is because there is no need for additional 

auxiliaries for providing oxygen and the necessity of buying expensive oxygen gas 

cylinder is eliminated. 

The main disadvantage is that any variation of climate, which includes parameters such 

as the surrounding temperature and relative humidity, could pose a serious challenge on 

the performance of these air-breathing fuel cells. These parameters and their effects on 

fuel cells are presented on the next sections based on the previous studies. 
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2.4.1 Effect of humidity on the air-breathing PEMFC 

Ying et al. (2005) did an experimental study on the air-breathing PEMFC and reported 

that, when an air-breathing PEMFC operates at low humidity conditions, it is easy for the 

membrane to dehydrate at the anode side. This is because the water source is only from 

the water product in the cathode reaction and air humidity. Membrane dehydration results 

in low proton conductivity of the membrane, thus increasing proton transfer resistance. 

When considering the reverse situation of air-breathing PEMFC working at high ambient 

humidity, it was reported that water vapor is condensed into a liquid and then blocks the 

gas path, which result in a serious oxygen transport limitation. 

The effect of ambient humidity in air-breathing PEMFC can be clearly observed from the 

curves of voltage and power versus current density shown in figure 7. Ambient humidity 

is reported as relative humidity (RH), which is expressed as a percentage of the water 

vapour saturation level of air for the ambient temperature. 

Figure 7 shows that when the RH is 53%, the performance ofthe air-breath ing PEMFC is 

low at low current density, but improved when the current load increases. This indicates 

that at low current density the RH plays an important role in hydrating the membrane, but 

as the water product at the cathode increases with increasing current density, hydration of 

membrane is independent of RH. At this humidity level there was no liquid water 

blockage in the channels and in the back diffusion layer (Ying et al., 2005). 

At a RH of 63% and low current density, the PEMFC performance was better than at 

53% RH. However, liquid water existed in the diffusion layer and blocked the gas path 

between the channel and the reaction layer resulting in decreased performance. At a RH 

of 77%, the liquid water existed in the form of small dew drops at first then later large 

dew drops in the cathode channels. This resulted in a gas path blockage. At this point the 

performance suddenly decreased. Therefore, in case of high humidity conditions, the 

liquid water plays an important role in oxygen transport limitations. 
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Figure 7 Performance of the air-breathing PEMFC under varying humidity levels 

(Ying et al. 2005:567). 

2.4.2 Effect of humidity on the air-breathing ZAFC 

The air-breathing ZAFC uses KOH aqueous solution as an electrolyte that functions 

pnimarily as an ionic conductor. However, this type of electrolyte has been reported to 

have a water vapour pressure that has to be balanced by water concentration in the 

surrounding atmosphere. If this balance is not maintained, the excess water either escapes 

from the electrolyte by evaporation or is absorbed by the electrolyte. Either way the 

concentration of the solution changes. 

The relationship between KOH concentration and RH is depicted by the curve in figure 8, 

from which it can be seen that the usual operating KOH concentrations of between 20 

and 32% require RH levels in the range of 55 and 77% (Berndt, 1997). 
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Figure 8 Vapor pressure of the KOH solution (Berndt, 1997:59). 

It was reported by (Sieminski, 2000:2) that for a typical ZAFC design, the KOH 

electrolyte with a concentration of 35% is at equilibrium po,int when the RH is 50% at 

room temperature. This implies that there is no water vapor transfer under these 

conditions. 

However, when the ambient RH is below 50% level, water vapor will migrate through the 

air electrode out of the electrolyte. This condition is referred as the dry out condition and 

it can reduce the cell power and capacity to a point of failure. 

At the RH levels above 50%, the electrolyte can gain water from the air. This condition 

will result in flooding of the cell, which in tum will block oxygen access and affect the 

cell capacity and power. 
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Bender et al. ( 1995:13 .5) also presented the same theory and also mentioned the fact that, 

the gain or loss of water by the ZAFC electrolyte will cause the cell to fail before 

delivering its fu tl capacity. It was a,Jso reported that the instantaneous water transfer rates 

at the given environment would vary throughout the life of the cell, depending on the 

length of the exposure. 

As the cell gains or loses water, the transfer rates will decrease because the electrolyte 

concentration will change with the ambient RH to maintain equilibrium accord,ing to 

figure 8. The effect of continued moisture loss or gain from the electrolyte is shown in 

figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Performance of the zinc air cell discharged at 21 °C under various RH 

levels (Bender et al. 1995:13.18). 

Figure 9 shows an intermittent discharge of the zinc air cell at 30, 60 and 90% RH. It can 

be seen that the least amount of water transfer occurs at the 60% RH level and the cell 

delivers the maximum service. However, the capacity of the cell was minimized when the 

RH was at 90% level. 
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2.4.3 Effect of humidity on the air-breathing DMFC 

Not many research publications were found that provide data or discuss the effect of 

humidity on the air-breathing DMFC performance. According to Ge and Liu (2005:59) 

humidification for DMFC does not have any significant effect, which basically indicates 

that dehydration of the membrane is not a problem for the operation ofDMFC. 

2.4.4 Effect of temperature on the air-breathing PEMFC 

Hottinen eta!. (2003) concluded from an experimenta'l study on the air-breathing PEMFC 

that this type of fuel cell operates at its best when it is exposed at low ambient 

temperatures when the temperature gradient between the cell and the air is at a maximum. 

Under these conditions the airflow velocity is also at its maximum resulting in more 

effective oxygen transport and water removal. 

Consequently, the cell performance decreases with an increase in ambient temperature 

because this decreases the temperature gradient between the cell and air. This results in a 

decrease in airflow velocity and an increase of mass transfer limitation in the cathode of 

the cell. At higher temperatures and humidity levels, the airflow rate is not enough to 

remove water from the cell and hence the cell will be flooded (Hottinen et a!., 2003). 

Similarly, Chu and Jiang (1999) reported that the proper operation temperatures for air

breathing PEMFC are at the lower range of20 to 40°C. 

In figure 5, the performance of the cell improved as the temperature increases from 

ambient to 60°C. A further increase in temperature to 75°C led to a significant 

performance loss and it was concluded that the optimum operating temperature for an air

breathing PEMFC without external humidification is near 60°C. Poor cell performance at 

a temperature of 75°C was reported to be a result of drying proton conducting phases. 

However, in practical situations even a temperature of 60°C may not be practical for air

breathing PEMFC (Hottinen, 2004). 
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Figure 10 Effect of temperature on the air-breathing PEMFC performance 

(Hottinen, 2004:27). 

2.4.5 Effect of temperature on the air-breathing DMFC 

According to Liu et al. (2005:289) the operating temperature for a passive air-breathing 

DMFC is positively correlated to the concentration of methanol solution. Therefore, 

when a passive air-breathing DMFC is operated under a given ambient environment, a 

more concentrated methanol solution will lead to a higher operating temperature, which 

in tum will cause faster electrokinetics of both methanol oxidation and oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR). This will automatically result in a higher cell performance. 

Ge and Liu (2005:57) reached the same conclusion after conducting an experimenta11 

study on the DMFC. The polarization curve in figure 11 shows that current density 
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increases with a temperature increase. This is expected since methanol oxidation kinetics 

and cathode kinetics improve as the temperature increases. 
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Figure 11 Effect of varying temperature conditions on the air-breathing DMFC 

performance (Ge & Liu, 2005:57). 

The data used to construct figure 11 were reconfigured and represented on a current 

density versus temperature graph to further examine the effect of operating temperature 

(figure 12). Figure 12 shows that current density is not a function of temperature but it 

has a maximum value for each cell voltage at 70 to 75°C. Moreover, current densities are 

different at different cell voltages, with the current density increasing with decreasing cell 

voltage. However, the increase in ce ll operating temperature also has the following 

negative effects on the DMFC operation: 

• The oxygen partial pressure decreases with the temperature due to the increase in 

vapour partial pressure, which in turn causes both a decrease in open ceH voltage and 

an increase in concentration over potential. 
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• The rate of methanol crossover increases with temperature, which decreases the cell 

performance. 

• Water transfer from the anode to the cathode through the membrane increases with 

temperature. Therefore, additional water increases the liquid water fraction in both 

the cathode catalyst layer and diffusion layer, causing an increase in concentration 

polarization. 
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Figure 12 Fuel cell current density as a function of temperature at different cell 

voltages (Ge & Liu, 2005:57). 

Therefore, the total effect of temperature on the DMFC performance is a function of the 

positive effect of the temperature on kinetics and the combined negative effects 

mentioned above. 

2.4.6 Effect of temperature on the air-breathing ZAFC 

According to Linden (1995:3.9) the temperature at which the cell operates has a 

pronounced effect on both the capacity or service life and the voltage characteristics. Low 
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temperatures cause a reduction in chemical activity and increase the cell internal 

resistance. Figure 13 shows the discharge characteristic curves of a cell being discharge 

at constant current drain under various temperature conditions. From these curves it can 

be seen that cell voltage is lower at low temperatures. Although the optimum discharge 

temperature is between I 0 and 40°C, the cell can still operate at the temperature 

conditions below I 0°C. 

It can also be seen from these curves that extremely low temperature conditions such as 

-20°C result in lower cell voltages and delivered capacity. 
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Figure 13 Effect of temperature on the ZAFC discharge curves (Linden, 1995:3.9). 

Both the specific characteristics and the discharge profile vary for each battery or cell 

system but normally the best performance is obtained between 20 and 40°C. At higher 

temperatures, chemical deterioration may be rapid enough dur,ing the discharge to cause 

loss of capacity (Linden, 1995). 
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2.5 The impact of the common atmospheric air pollutants on air-breath,ing fuel 

cells 

Rao (1991 :30-34) defined air pollution as the diffusion into the atmosphere of chemical 

compounds emitted by anthropogenic and natural activities, which have the potential to 

impact negatively on the environment. The variety of matter emitted into the atmosphere 

by natural and anthropogenic sources is so diverse that it is difficult to classify air 

pollutants neatly. However, air pollutants are normally divided into the following two 

categories: 

• Primary air pollutants, which are emitted directly from the sources. 

• Secondary air pollutants formed in the atmosphere by chemical interactions between 

primary pollutants and normal atmospheric constituents. 

Typical air pollutants that fa'll under primary and secondary air pollutants category are 

given in table l. 

Table 1 Primary and secondary air pollutants. 

PRIMARY AIR POLLUTANTS SECONDARY AIR POLLUTANTS 

l. Inorganic gases such as sulphur dioxide, l. Sulphur trioxide 

hydrogen sulphide, nitric oxide, ammonia, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and 

hydrogen fluoride 

2. Particulate matter such as ash, smoke, dust, 2. Nitrogen dioxide 

fumes, mist and spray 

3. Olefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons 3. PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate) 

4. Radioactive compounds 4. Ozone 

5. Various sulphate and nitrate salts 
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From the large number of primary air pollutants emitted into the atmosphere, it has been 

reported that only a few that are present in the atmosphere at sufficient concentrations to 

be of immediate concern. These include the following five major types: 

• Particulate matter 

• Sulphur oxides 

• Oxides of nitrogen 

• Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide 

• Hydrocarbons 

According to Seinfeld (1975 :3) air pollution is a global problem since air pollutants 

ultimately disperse throughout the entire atmosphere. This air pollution problem can be 

depicted as a system, which is made up of three basic components shown in the structure 

below. 

(1) (2) (3) 

Emission sources -----• Atmosphere -------+ Receptors 

Pollutants 

There are five major emission sources: 

• Transportation 

• Electric power generation 

• Refuse burning 

• Industrial and domestic fuel burning 

• Industrial processes 

Mixing and chemical 

transfonnation 

The atmosphere acts as a medium for transport, dilution, physical and chemical 

transformation for the emitted pollutants. The final stage is when air pollutants are 

detected by the receptors such as instruments, human beings, animals, plants, or 
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materials. Detection by these various receptors is manifested by some response such as an 

irritation (Seinfeld, 1975). 

Therefore, this brings an immense challenge on the fuel cell researchers to investigate if 

there will be an irritation encountered by various types of air-breathing fuel cells in terms 

of performance degradation in air polluted areas. 

The air pollution levels will vary greatly from one area to another. For example, the 

variation can be from near zero levels in remote regions to high levels in the city centers 

or close to industrial and chemical plants (Moore et al., 2000). 

There are very few reports of experimental studies on the effect of air po'llution on the 

air-breathing fuel cell performance, particularly on the air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC. 

Most research done on this topic has concentrated on the poisoning of fuel cell catalyst 

on the anode side by carbon monoxide (CO) and low molecular weight alcohol such as 

methanol (CH30H). 

Table 2 shows typical concentration differences for major air pollutants between clean 

and polluted air. 

Table 2 Comparison of pollutant concentration levels between clean and polluted air 

(Seinfeld, 1975:8). 

COMPONENT CLEAN AIR POLLUTED AIR 

so2 0.001 -0.01 ppm 0.02-2 ppm 

C02 3.0-330 ppm 350-700 ppm 

co < 1 ppm 5-200 ppm 

NOx 0.001 -0.01 ppm 0.01 - 0.5 ppm 

Hydrocarbons 1 ppm 1 - 20 ppm 

Particulate matter 10 - 20 ,ugm-3 70 -700 ,ugm-3 
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According to Seinfeld (1975:5-8) the concentrations of air pollutants are normally 

expressed by using the following concentration scales: 

• Parts per million (ppm) by volume (volume fraction x I 0 6) is employed for gaseous 

air pollutants. Lower concentrations may be expressed in part per hundred million 

(pphm) or parts per billion (ppb). 

• The weight of pollutant per volume of air in micrograms per cubic meter, abbreviated 

as ,ugm-3
. 

The following sections discuss the findings of published studies about the effects of 

common atmospheric air pollutants on the air-breathing PEMFC. Published studies on the 

effect of air pollutants on air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC are scarce. Therefore, it is 

difficult to draw generalized conclusions on the effects of air pollution on air-breathing 

fuel cells from the literature. 

2.5.1 Effect of sulphur dioxide (S02) on the air-breathing PEMFC 

According Mepsted (200 1 :2) 66% of atmospheric S02 comes principally from power 

stations as a result of burning coal or oil containing sulphur. Industrial combustion 

sources constitute 16% of this gas and motor vehicles are not a major contributor of this 

gas since it is only 2% that comes from diesel vehicles. 

Moore et al. (2000:258) did an experimental study on the effect of battlefield 

contaminants and S02 at a concentration level of 500 ppb on the PEMFC and concluded 

that S02 did not have any detrimental effect on the fuel cell performance for the time 

duration ofthe experiment. 

However, Mohtadi et al. (2004: I) said the results obtained by Moore et al. (2000) were 

due to the low concentration levels of S02. Therefore based on that, Mohtadi et al. (2004) 

also did an experiment on the PEMFC using higher concentrations of SOz in the range of 

2,5 and 5 ppm. The effect of this gas impurity at these concentrations is shown in figure 

14. 
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Figure 14 Transient response comparing the fuel cell performance after exposure 

to 2,5 and 5 ppm of S02 (Mohtadi et al. 2004:222). 

Figure 14 shows that exposure of PEMFC to the increased levels of S02 does have an 

effect, particularly on the cell current. The cell current decreased by approximately 78% 

when exposed to 5 ppm of S02 for 23 hours. The cell current decreased by approximately 

53% when exposed to 2,5 ppm so2 for the same exposure time. 

When comparing the transient data, it appears that the rate of poisoning is a strong 

function of the so2 concentration as higher poisoning is observed at 5 ppm so2. 
However, partial recovery in the performance was obtained when applying neat air for 24 

hours after the cathode was exposed to 2,5 and 5 ppm S02 . The VI curves in the transient 

response represent the voltage versus current density curves of the PEMFC when exposed 

to 2,5 and 5 ppm S02 before introducing the clean air (Mohtadi eta/., 2004). 
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2.5.2 Effect of nitrogen dioxide (N02) on the air-breathing PEMFC 

Nitrogen oxides are released into the atmosphere in the form of nitric oxide due to the 

combustion of fossit fuels, and then oxidized to N02• N02 at the concentration level of 

500 ppb does not affect the performance of PEMFC (Moore et al., 2000). 
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Figure 15 Polarization curves showing the effect of N02 at 5 ppm on the cell 

performance (Mohtadi et al. 2004:219). 

As shown in the polarization curves in figure 15, experimental study done by Mohtadi et 

al. (2004:218) showed a performance loss in the cell when it was exposed to 5 ppm of 

N02 for 12 hours. However, as neat air was reintroduced afterwards, the cathode 

recovered the cell performance. This clearly shows that the conclusions made by (Moore 

et al., 2000) concerning these air contaminants not having an effect on the fuel cell 

performance were based on low concentrations of the gas impurities. 
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2.5.3 Effect of carbon monoxide (CO) on the air-breathing fuel cells 

CO is generated in the atmosphere by combustion processes and by the oxidation of 

organic compounds (Mepsted, 200 ] :20). The largest fraction of this gas impurity is 

mostly caused by gasoline-fueled motor vehicles. Most emissions of this air pollutant are 

found in urban areas, where concentrations of about 10 to 15 ppm occur (Perkins, 1974). 

According to Colmati Jr. et al. (2002) CO has a greater detrimental effect on the PEMFC 

and the DMFC, as it is strongly adsorbed on the platinum (Pt) catalyst of the fuel cell 

electrode and inhibits the anodic reaction. The effect of this gas on fuel cell performance 

has been researched by several fuel cell researches and thus it is well understood. 

According to Baschuk and Li (2001 :696-700) CO poisoning 1s found mainly in 

transportation applications and cannot be avoided because of the use of pure hydrogen as 

a fuel for PEMFC. One of the major limitations is on-board hydrogen storage, which is 

difficult to implement. The hydrogen generated on-board by reforming liquid 

hydrocarbon or alcohol fuels results i.n 74% of Hz, 25% of COz and 1 to 2% of CO. 

However, the CO concentration can be reduced to about 2 to 100 ppm by using a 

selective oxidation processes. Nevertheless, even at such concentration levels, CO 

poisoning would still plague PEMFC operation and performance. 

The electrochemistry of CO and Hz must be clearly understood in order to understand the 

behavior of PEMFC in the presence of CO. This is because Pt or its alloys are invariably 

used and needed in low temperature acidic electrolyte fuel cells in order to facilitate 

electrochemical reaction for the production of electrical power. The oxidation of CO 

occurs on the 100 and 110 sites of Pt in an acidic electrolyte. Oxidation of CO takes place 

within a voltage range of0,6 to 0,9 V. 

Oetjen et al. ( 1996) studied the effects of CO on the PEMFC performance and produced 

the set of polarization curves shown in figure 16. Each curve represents the performance 

of the cell at a certain concentration of CO poisoning in the hydrogen (Hz) fuel gas. 
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The operating cell temperature was at 80°C and the CO concentrations were 25, 50, I 00 

and 250 ppm. 
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Figure 16 Effect of CO on the PEMFC (Baschuk & Li, 2001 :700). 

As shown in figure 16, the performance of the cell decreases as the concentration of CO 

is increased. For CO concentrations greater than 50 ppm, the polarization curve had two 

distinct slopes. The lower slope is associated with the adsorption and oxidation kinetics 

of H2 and CO at the anode. At increasing current densi1ties, the potential of the anode 

increased to a point where CO could be oxidized to C02 and thus resulting to higher 

reaction rates for H2 adsorption and oxidation. 

It was also found that the poisoning effect takes some time to reach steady state and 

operating the fuel cell at an open circuit voltage (OCV) with pure hydrogen for two to 

three hours could reverse the CO poisoning. Therefore, CO poisoning effect must be 

taken as a transient phenomenon in the operation of PEMFC used in transportation 

applications (Baschuk & Li, 200 I). 
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Ralph and Hogarth (2002: 118) mentioned that in a typical MEA where the temperature is 

80°C, CO in the reformate stream binds very strongly to the Pt electrocatalyst sites in the 

anode layer. Even at ~ow ppm levels of CO, the CO coverage is above 0,98 and thus the 

adsorbed CO prevents the dissociative electrosorption of hydrogen, which is represented 

as follows: 

H2 + 2Pt - 2Pt - Hads (1 0) 

This lowers the cell potential produced by MEA dramatically because a much higher 

anode potential 'is needed to sustain the rate of hydrogen electro-oxidation. As illustrated 

in figure 17, the effect of CO was determined from 10, 40 and 100 ppm on a MEA anode 

with a Pt loading of 0,25 mg Pt cm-2 (Ralph & Hogarth, 2002). 
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Figure 17 Effect of CO poisoning on the MEA at ppm levels (Ralph & Hogarth 

2002:118). 

As the CO content is increased from 10 to 100 ppm, there is progressive lowering in the 

cell potential from that achieved when using pure hydrogen. At such low Pt loading on 

the anode, the cell potential tosses are significant even at low current densities below 200 

mAcm-2• At higher current densities the cell potential losses are more pronounced. 
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Eventually, the cell potential is reduced to approximately 0,3 V at which electro

oxidation of CO to C02 occurs as follows: 

( 11) 

Under these circumstances the anode potential reaches approximately 0,45 V. This is 

enough to drive CO electro-oxidation and some of the poisoned Pt sites will be free to 

take part in hydrogen electrosorption and electro-oxidation reaction (1 0). Figure 17 also 

shows the large improvement in CO tolerance for an MEA with an anode based on Pt-Ru 

electrocatalyst. The cell potentials are significantly higher at ail current densities 

compared with the MEA based on pure Pt, for operation with hydrogen containing 10, 40 

and 100 ppm CO. 

2.5.4 Effect of atmospheric benzene on the air-breathing PEMFC 

According to Mepsted (200 1:1) the mam source of atmospheric benzene is the 

combustion and distribution of petrol. Exhaust fumes contains both unbumt benzene and 

benzene formed from the combustion of other aromatic compounds. The experimental 

studies done by Mepsted (200 1) and Moore et al., (2000) which investigated the effects 

of atmospheric benzene on the PEMFC both showed that benzene has a significant effect 

on the performance of the fuel cell. It was also reported that in most cases this effect is 

permanent. 

Benzene is most likely to adsorb onto the Pt catalyst sites within the MEA. Therefore, it 

takes up the catalytic sites and smothers the fuel cell. It is so strongly bound that thermal 

energy alone is insufficient to remove it (Mepsted, 2001 ). 

Figure 18 illustrates the fuel cell performance after being exposed to 50 ppm 

concentration of benzene in the air, and shows that benzene had a marked effect on the 

cell performance. It can be seen that the cell potential decreased for as long as benzene 

was present in the air stream (Moore et al., 2000). 
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Figure 18 Effect of benzene on the PEMFC performance (Moore eta/. 2000:258). 

2.5.5 Effect of ammonia (NH3) on the air-breathing PEMFC 

NH3 is not monitored as an atmospheric pollutant. However, it is present in many 

industrial fertilizers and its exposure to the fuel cell could occur mostly in rural areas. It 

is produced as a by-product of the reformation of petroleum fuels. Both partial oxidation 

and auto thermal reformation win produce approximately 10 ppm ofNH3 when operated 

above 700°C to 800°C from recombination of nitrogen and hydrogen. In an aqueous 

environment, NH3 will solubilise and be transported by electro-osmotic drag through the 

membrane to the cathode of the PEMFC. 

In an experimental study that investigated the effect of NH3 on the PEMFC, the 

performance of MEA was adversely affected by NH3, when operated at low temperature 

and high potential. However, at low cen potential the contaminant effect of NH3 was 

eliminated (Mepsted, 2001 ). 
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2.5.6 Effect of carbon dioxide (C02) on the air-breathing fuel cells 

While it has been known for many years that CO poisons Pt-based electrocatalysts, it was 

discovered recently that C02 also poison the PEMFC (Ralph & Hogarth, 2002). 

Similarly, De Bruijn et al. (2002) reported that the influence of C02 on the PEMFC 

performance could be present at concentrations of up to 25% when a reforming process 

generates a hydrogen gas or in the cleaning of carbon based fuels. However, this effect is 

normally neglected and has only been described in a limited number of papers. This is 

because the influence of C02 is thought to be better than that of CO. While C02 itself is 

regarded as an inert, the formation of CO by reverse water gas shift reaction (RWGSR) 

leads to a negative impact of C02 on the performance ofthe PEMFC anode. 
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Figure 19 Polarization curves showing the effect of C02 on the PEMFC 

performance (Ralph & Hogarth, 2002:123). 
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As shown in figure 19, C02 at a concentration of 25% which is present in most of the 

reformate streams has a negative effect on a Pt anode. Cell potential losses become 

significant at higher current densities. The reformate containing 25% of C02 in H2 at 

80°C can generate 100 to 200 ppm of CO by R WGSR given as follow: 

C02 + H2 - H20 + CO (12) 

The exact amount of CO produced by reaction ( 12) depends on the water concentration. 

In practice 10 ppm of CO is normally produced by R WGSR (Ralph & Hogarth, 2002). 

Tewari et al. (2006) mentioned that C02 poisoning is a major problem for the ZAFC's 

and it limits their use as air-breathing energy sources. The poisoning reaction depletes the 

KOH electrolyte directly by the following reaction: 

C02 + 2KOH ~ K2C03 + H20 (13) 

The reaction in equation ( 13) has an effect of reducing the number of hydroxyl ions 

available for reaction at the electrodes. This conversion from hydroxide to carbonate a1lso 

reduces the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte solution. In a very concentrated 

electrolyte solution, it may also block the pores of the GDL by the precipitation of K2C03 

salt. The conversion of the electrolyte from KOH to K2C03 by the absorption of C02 

slows down the rate of the oxidation of the fuel at the anode. The sluggish anode kinetics 

decreases the performance of the fuel cell as a whole, uniess the electrolyte is being 

continuously circulated. 

2.6 Air pollution hotspot areas in South Africa 

According to Groundwork (2003:4-39) the use of coal by South Africa's industrial sector 

is the primary source of the country's air pollution. More than 90% of the country's 

electricity is generated from coal combustion. 
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The country' s main oil refineries are located in the areas shown in figure 20 and the 

following listed industrial areas have been reported as major air pollution hotspots in 

South Africa: 

• Vaal Triangle area 

• Secunda 

• Southern Durban 

• Joe Slovo and Table View in Cape Town 

SOUTH AFRICA 
ATLANTIC OCEAN 

Figure 20 South African map showing industrial areas identified as ai,r pollution 

hotspot areas (Groundwork, 2003). 

From the above-mentioned areas, Vaal Triangle area is known as the industrial giant of 

South Africa, with Sasolburg as a major centre for the chemical industry. It is 

accompanied by Lethabo power station, which generates electricity from coal combustion 
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and other industrial companies such as Mittal Steel producing resources required by 

heavy industry and the largest markets in South Afnica. 

2.7 Summary 

The surrounding environment will have the most profound effect on fuel cell operation 

and performance when the required oxygen for the chemical reactions is obtained directly 

from the ambient air. Therefore, the various types of air-breathing fuel ceUs that include 

PEMFC, DMFC and the ZAFC were presented and discussed in this chapter. Fuel cell 

performance was presented in terms of voltage and current characteristic curves for 

PEMFC and DMFC and discharge characteristic curves for the ZAFC. The effects of 

varying climatic environmental conditions such as ambient temperature and air humidity 

and the effects of common atmospheric air pollutants on the air-breathing fuel cells were 

presented and discussed in detail based on previous studies. Air pollution hotspot areas in 

South Africa were mentioned. 

In the next chapter, the experimental investigations that were performed on the air

breathing ZAFC to determine the impact of the environment on the performance of this 

fuel cell are presented and discussed. 
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Chapter 3 Impact of the environment on the air-breathing ZAFC 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the effects of the surrounding environment on the air-breathing ZAFC 

performance were investigated. The effects of varying temperature and humidity 

conditions on the performance of the air-breathing ZAFC were experimentally studied in 

a climate chamber. Furthermore, the air-breathing ZAFC was also exposed to the air

polluted environment in order to investigate the impact of common atmospheric air 

pollutants on the performance. The air-breathing ZAFC was exposed to air impurities 

such as S02, N20, N02 and CO at 20 ppm levels. This concentration was chosen by 

considering the worst case scenario where an air-breathing fuel cell is required for an 

application situated very close to a chemical or power plant. Furthermore, the aim of 

choosing this relatively high concentration was to achieve the results and significant 

signals as quickly as possible. The results obtained from these experiments are presented 

in the form of discharge characteristic curves. 

3.2 Temperature and humidity experiments on the air-breathing ZAFC 

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the effect of varying temperature and 

humidity conditions on the performance of the air-breathing ZAFC. An 80 Ah air

breathing ZAFC that was used for these experiments was obtained from zinc-air energy 

systems (ZnERGY). As part of the preparation for these experiments, all the technical 

data relating to this particular fuel cell was obtained from zinc-air energy systems 

(ZnERGY). The data sheet (ANNEXURE A) indicates that the operating temperature for 

this particular fuel cell is from - 20°C to 60°C. However, the data sheet did not specify 

the humidity levels suitable for the operation of this fuel cell. Therefore, since this 

particular ZAFC was operated using 26% aqueous KOH solution as an electrolyte, figure 

8 was consulted to determine the RH levels that suit this concentration. It was found that, 

this KOH concentration is at equilibrium with the ambient room temperature when the 

RH is approximately at 68%. 
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The schematic diagram of the experimental test set-up used for the air-breathing ZAFC 

temperature and humidity experiments is shown in figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Schematic diagram of the air-breathing ZAFC test set-up for temperature 

and humidity experiments in a climate chamber. 

In the experimental test set-up shown in figures 21 and 22, the equipment used was 

required to serve the following purposes: 

• The climate chamber was used to produce an artificial environment in which the 

temperature and humidity could be controlled by means of computer software in 

order to maintain the desired climatic conditions. 

• The 4-channel data logger/recorder was interfaced with a computer via a universal 

serial bus (USB) cable in order to continuously record the voltage readings over the 

time interval in which the ZAFC was discharged. 
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• A computer interfaced with a data logger was installed with a software program that 

incorporates a data logger from Velleman instruments. AU the settings of the data 

logger were made using this computer software program. 

• LD300 DC electronic load was used to discharge the air-breathing ZAFC under a 

constant current mode of discharge. 

Figure 22 shows a picture of the experimental test set-up used to perform temperature and 

humidity experiments of the air-breathing ZAFC. 

Climate chamber 

Figure 22 Experimental test set-up for the air-breathing ZAFC temperature and 

humidity experiments. 
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3.2.1 Temperature experiments on the air-breathing ZAFC 

The first temperature experiment of the air-breathing ZAFC was done under normal 

ambient room conditions using the experimental test set-up shown in figure 23. 

Figure 23 Test set-up for the air-breathing ZAFC temperature experiment at 

ambient room conditions. 

The following experimental procedure was used to perform the temperature experiment 

on the air-breathing ZAFC at ambient room temperature and humidity conditions: 

• Firstly, the air-breathing ZAFC was prepared by putting the zinc anode inside the cell 

casing and then filling the cell casing with an electrolyte KOH solution which had a 

concentration of 26%. After doing that, the cell immediately started operating. The 
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air-breathing ZAFC was given approximately five to ten minutes for it to stabilize to 

an open circuit voltage of around 1,38 to 1,4 V. 

• One air-breathing ZAFC was then connected to the DC electronic load and the 

constant current mode was selected to discharge the cell at a constant current drain of 

2 A while another air-breathing ZAFC was discharged at a constant drain of 1 A. 

• The temperature and ambient humidity inside the laboratory was measured by a 

digital temperature and humidity meter. The room temperature was recorded to be 

21 ,6°C while RH was recorded to be 52,3%. 

• The computer was used to make the settings of the data logger. These settings 

included a working voltage level of 3 V and a time interval of 1000 s for the data 

logger to take the voltage samples. The record option was selected on a software 

program in order to start recording the voltage readings for the entire discharge 

period. 

• The air-breathing ZAFC was continuously supplied with the 26% KOH solution for 

the entire discharge period until the voltage dropped to zero. 

• The last step was to select the stop recording option on the Velleman software 

program when the air-breathing ZAFC was completely discharged. 
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Figure 24 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC discharged at a constant current drain 

of 1 A and 2 A at ambient room conditions. 
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Figure 24 shows the performance results obtained when the air-breathing ZAFC was 

discharged under normal ambient room temperature conditions at current drains of 1 A 

and 2 A respectively. These results are discussed in chapter 5. 

The second temperature experiment performed on the air-breathing ZAFC was done in 

the climate chamber shown in figure 21 and 22. The purpose of the experiment was to 

investigate the effect of varying temperature conditions on the performance of an air

breathing ZAFC. 

The following experimental procedure was used to perform the air-breathing ZAFC 

experiment under varying temperature conditions: 

• The climate chamber was set to a constant RH level of 50% and the operating 

temperature levels used when performing this experiment were chosen to be within 

the limits as given in the data sheet (ANNEXURE A). Therefore, starting at the lower 

temperature of -20°C, the air-breathing ZAFC was discharged under a constant 

current mode at a current drain of2 A. 

• When the air-breathing ZAFC was completely discharged at the temperature of 

-20°C, the humidity of the climate chamber was kept constant at 50% and the 

temperature of the climate chamber was increased to +20oC for the second 

experiment. The climate chamber was given one hour to stabilize on the new 

temperature and humidity settings before recording the data. New fuel supplies were 

used on the air-breathing ZAFC for each experiment where the temperature of the 

climate chamber was increased by 20°C. This included inserting the new zinc anode 

inside the cell casing. For each temperature increment, the air-breathing ZAFC was 

discharged at a constant current drain of2 A. 

• When the air-breathing ZAFC was completely discharged at the temperature of 40°C 

under a constant RH level of 50%, the temperature of the climate chamber was 

increased by 20oC to 60°C while the humidity inside the climate chamber was sti\11 

maintained at 50% RH. Finally, the temperature of the climate chamber was increased 

by 1 ooc to 70oc while the humidity was kept constant at 50% RH. 
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• The last step was to plot the discharge characteristic curves for all the temperature 

experiments performed in the climate chamber. 

The performance results of the temperature experiment performed in a climate chamber 

are presented in figure 25 and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 25 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC under varying temperature conditions 

at a constant RH of 50%. 

3.2.2 Air-breathing ZAFC humidity experiments 

The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the effect of varying humidity 

conditions on the performance of the air-breathing ZAFC. These experiments were done 

in a climate chamber using the experimental test set-up shown in figure 21 and 22. 

The following experimental test procedure was used to perform the humidity experiments 

on the air-breathing ZAFC: 

• The temperature of the climate chamber was first set to a constant leve1 of 20°C and 

the RH level was increased in steps of 10% starting from 70% up until 90%. The air-
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breathing ZAFC was discharged at a constant current drain of 2 A as done in the 

temperature experiments. 

• The last step was to plot the discharge characteristic curves for these three humidity 

levels. 

The discharge characteristic curves obtained from the humidity experiment explained 

above are shown in figure 26 and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 26 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC under varying RH conditions at a 

constant temperature of 20°C. 

According to Berndt (1997:57) RH changes considerably with the temperature. 

Therefore, a second set of humidity experiments were performed on the air-breathing 

ZAFC where the temperature of the climate chamber was increased to 60°C and kept 

constant at that level. The experimental procedure used for these humidity exper,iments 

performed at a temperature of 60oC was as follows: 

• The humidity of the climate chamber was increased in steps of 10% for each 

experiment starting from 70% RH up unti l 90% RH. 
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The discharge characteristic curves obtained from the humidity experiments performed at 

60°C are presented in figure 27 and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 27 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC under varying RH conditions at 60°C. 

3.3 Air pollution experiments on the air-breathing ZAFC 

The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the impact of common atmospheric 

air pollutants such as S02, N20, N02 and CO on the performance of the air-breathing 

ZAFC. 

The schematic diagram of the experimental test set-up used for the air pollution 

experiments is shown in figure 28. The test apparatus shown in figures 28 and 29 were 

used to serve the following purposes: 

• Vaal Triangle Instrumentation Wholesalers-Eng constructed the ai r pollution test 

chamber. The test chamber was constructed with I 0 mm thick perspex plastic. The 

purpose of the air pollution test chamber was to seal the supplied gas impurities while 

the air-breathing ZAFC was operating inside. A pressure gauge was installed on the 

lid of the air pollution test chamber to monitor the air pressure inside the test 
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Figure 28 Schematic diagram of the air pollution experimental test set-up for the 

air-breathing ZAFC. 
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Figure 29 Experimental test set-up for the air-breathing ZAFC air pollution 

experiments. 

The following experimental test procedure was used to determine the effect of air 

pollution on the air-breathing ZAFC performance: 

• The first thing was to establish the baseline performance for the air-breathing ZAFC 

by first running it on a clean air. The constant current mode of discharge was used in 

this experiment and the cell was discharged at a constant current drain of 4 A for the 

entire discharge period. 

• After the baseline performance was established, a polluted air containing 20 ppm S02 

gas impurity was introduced into the air pollution test chamber and the fuel cell was 

discharged at a constant current drain of 4 A up until the cell was completely 

discharged. 

The same experimental test procedure was used to determine the effect of 20 ppm CO, 

N 20 and N02 on the air-breathing ZAFC performance. The results obtained from these 

experiments are presented in the following figures and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 30 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC before and after being exposed to 20 

ppm so2. 
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Figure 31 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC before and after being exposed to 20 

ppm CO. 
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Figure 32 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC before and after being exposed to 20 

ppm N20. 
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Figu,re 33 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC exposed to 20 ppm N02 balanced with 

N2. 
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Figure 34 shows the air-breathing ZAFC components after the fuel cell was poisoned 

with 20 ppm CO, S02 and N20 impurities respectively. 

Figure 34 Air-breathing ZAFC components after being exposed to 20 ppm CO, S02 

and N20 impurities. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the air-breathing ZAFC was experimentally studied in a climate chamber 

to determine the influence of environmental parameters such as varying temperature and 

humidity conditions on the performance of the fuel cell. In addition, another experimental 

study was done to investigate the impact of the air pollution on the air-breathing ZAFC 

performance. For this experimental study, the air-breathing ZAFC was studied in an air 

pollution test chamber supplied with contaminated air containing 20 ppm CO, S02 and 

N20 impurities respectively. Furthermore, the air-breathing ZAFC was also exposed to 

20 ppm N02 balanced with N2. The results of all the experiments performed in this 

chapter were presented in the form of discharge characteristic curves. 
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In the next chapter, similar experimental investigations performed on the air-breathing 

DMFC are reported and the findings presented in the form of polarization curves. 
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Chapter 4 Impact of the environment on the air-breathing DMFC 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the impact of the surrounding environment on the air-breathing DMFC 

performance was experimentally investigated to determine the influence of the varying 

temperature and humidity conditions on the fuel cell performance. This was done in a 

climate chamber where these environmental parameters were controlled. 

The air-breathing DMFC was also experimentally studied in the air poHution test 

chamber to determine the impact of common atmospheric air pollutants such as CO, S02, 

N20 and N02 on the fuel cell performance. 

The results obtained from these investigations are presented in the form of polarization 

curves. 

4.2 Temperature and humidity experiments on the air-breathing DMFC 

The air-breathing DMFC used for these experiments was designed and constructed at the 

Vaal University of Technology. The tested air-breathing DMFC was made up of a two

cell stack with a fan for blowing air into cathode side to achieve a better performance. 

The membrane used in the air-breathing DMFC stack was Nation 117 with the following 

specifications: 

• The catalysts were Pt-Ru on the anode side and Pt-B on the cathode side, both with a 

loading of 4 mg cm·2. The membrane active area was 100 cm2. 

• The GDL' s were carbon cloth on the anode and elat on the cathode side. 

The air-breathing DMFC stack was fueled with a 2% methanol solution in all the 

experiments performed. 
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4.2.1 Temperature experiments on the air-breathing DMFC 

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the effect of varying temperature 

conditions on the air-breathing DMFC performance. 

The first temperature experiment performed on the air-breathing DMFC was done under 

normal ambient room conditions. The measured room temperature was 22,4°C and the 

ambient RH was 53,7%. The test set-up for this experiment is shown in figure 35. 

Figure 35 Experimental test set-up used to determine the air-breathing DMFC 

performance at normal ambient room conditions. 

The equipment shown in figure 35 had the following purposes: 

• One DC power supply unit was used to power the fan while another was used to 

power and to control the speed of the methanol pump. 

• The LD300 DC electronic load was used to control the electrical load on the air

breathing DMFC as well as to measure the voltage versus current responses. 
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Subsequent temperature experiments on the air-breathing DMFC were performed in a 

climate chamber where temperature and humidity conditions were controlled by means of 

a computer software program. Figure 36 shows the experimental test set-up used to 

determine the performance of the air-breathing DMFC under varying temperature 

conditions. 

CLIMATE CHAMBER 

Membrane 

Cathode.-, 
r-·Anode 

Methanol 
r-

DC power + 
supply 

pump 

LD300 DC electronic load 

+ 

DC power + 
supply 

Figure 36 Schematic diagram of the experimental test set-up for the air-breathing 

DMFC temperature and humidity experiments. 

The set of experiments carried out to study the effect of varying temperature conditions 

on the air-breathing DMFC performance was in the range of 30 to 90oC and 

measurements of cell performance were made at -10, 30, 60 and 90oC. 
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The experimental test procedure was as follows: 

• As the temperature of the climate chamber was increased in steps of -10, 30, 60 and 

90°C, the RH inside the climate chamber was kept constant at 50%. This was 

accomplished by using a computer software program that controlled the settings of 

the climate chamber. For each temperature increment, the climate chamber was given 

one hour to stabilize at the new temperature setting before polarization curve 

measurements were recorded. 

The results of these temperature experiments are shown m figure 3 7 in the form of 

polarization curves and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 37 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC under varying temperature 

conditions at a constant RH of 50%. 

4.2.2 Humidity experiments on the air-breathing DMFC 

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the effect of varying humidity 

conditions on the air-breathing DMFC performance. 
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The performance of the air-breathing DMFC under varying humidity conditions was 

determined by using the experimental test set-up shown in figure 38. 

Walk in climate chamber with the air-breathing DMFC inside 

Figure 38 Experimental test set-up for temperature and humjdity experiments on 

the air-breathing DMFC. 

The following experimental test procedure was used to determine the effects of varying 

the humidity conditions on the air-breathing DMFC performance: 

• Firstly, the temperature of the climate chamber was set to 25oC and kept constant at 

that level while RH was set to 70%. Before the air-breathing DMFC was put inside 

the climate chamber, the climate chamber was given one hour to stabilize at these 

temperature and humidity settings. 
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• After putting the air-breathing DMFC inside the walk in climate chamber, the LD300 

DC electronic load was used to measure voltage versus current under constant current 

load conditions. The current was increased in steps of 0,1 A and the corresponding 

voltage readings were recorded. 

• This was followed by increasing the RH by 10% from 70% to 80% while the 

temperature was kept constant at 25°C. Before measurements were taken, the climate 

chamber was given one hour to stabilize at each RH setting. 

The humidity levels were increased from 70 to 90% with an increment of 10% and the 

results obtained are presented in figure 39 below. These results are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 39 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC under varying RH levels at a 

temperature of25°C. 

A second set of humidity experiments were performed when the temperature of the 

climate chamber was increased to 60°C and kept constant at that level while varying the 

humidity of the climate chamber in steps of 10% from 70 to 90%. The responses of 

voltage versus current for these experiments were plotted on a Sigma Plot and are 

presented in figure 40. 
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Figure 40 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC under varying RH levels at a 

temperature of 60°C. 

4.3 Air pollution experiments on the air-breathing DMFC 

The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the effect of S02, CO, N20 and N02 

on the performance of the air-breathing DMFC. 

A schematic diagram of the experimental test set-up used to perform these experiments is 

shown in figure 41. The experimental test procedure used to perform air pollution 

experiments on the air-breathing DMFC was as follows: 

• First, the baseline performance was established in a clean a1r environment by 

measuring voltage against current on the air-breathing DMFC stack under constant 

current load conditions. 

• After the baseline performance, air containing 20 ppm S02 impurity was introduced 

into the air pollution test chamber for one hour before recording the data. The 

measurements of voltage versus current were recorded under constant current load 

conditions using an LD300 DC electronic load. The current increment was 0,1 A. 
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• After poisoning the air-breathing DMFC cathode with 20 ppm S02, the fue ~ cell was 

exposed to clean air again and another polarization curve was recorded . 
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Figure 41 Schematic diagram of the test set-up used for air-breathing DMFC air 

pollution experiments. 
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The same experimental test procedure was used to test the performance of the air

breathing DMFC on 20 ppm CO, N02 and N20 respectively. The results obtained when 

the cathode of the air-breathing DMFC was poisoned with 20 ppm N20, CO, S02, and 

N02 impurities are presented in the figures below and are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 42 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC before and after being exposed 

to 20 ppm N20. 
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Figure 43 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC before and after being exposed 

to 20 ppm CO. 
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Figure 44 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC before and after being exposed 

to 20 ppm so2. 
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Figure 45 Performance of the air-breathing DMFC before and after being exposed 

to 20 ppm N02 balanced with N2• 
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4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the impact of the environment on the air-breathing DMFC performance 

was investigated. This included the determination of the influence of climatic 

environmental parameters such as varying temperature and humidity conditions on the 

fuel cell performance, as well as the impact of air containing CO, N20, S02 and NOz on 

cell performance. The results obtained from all the experiments performed on the air

breathing DMFC were also presented in this chapter and will be discussed in chapter 5. 

In the next chapter, the experimental results are discussed and conclusions are drawn. 

Recommendations based on the results presented in chapter three and four are given 

along with recommendations for future research on this topic. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Introduction 

In this final chapter the conclusions and recommendations drawn from the results of the 

experimental investigations performed to determine the impact of the environment on the 

air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC performance are presented. These conclusions are based 

on all the results given in the previous chapters. In addition, recommendations for further 

research regarding the subject of environmental impact on the design of fuel cells are also 

presented in this chapter. 

5.2 Conclusions 

5.2.1 Conclusions for the air-breathing ZAFC 

The results presented in chapter three showed that ambient atmospheric temperature and 

humidity has a significant effect on the performance of air-breathing ZAFC's. Figure 24 

shows that the higher the current drawn from the cell under normal ambient room 

temperature conditions the lower the capacity that can be delivered by an air-breathing 

ZAFC. When comparing the discharge characteristic curves shown in figure 24, it can be 

clearly seen that increasing the current drain from I A to 2 A did not only decrease the 

capacity of the fuel cell but it also decreased the discharge voltage. These results support 

(Linden, 1995:3 .5) who reported that higher current drain increases the internal resistance 

(IR) losses and hence the discharge is at lower voltage and reduced capacity. 

The results shown in figure 25 indicate that the surrounding temperature at which an air

breathing ZAFC operates has an effect on the fuel cell performance in terms of discharge 

voltage and the delivered capacity. At -20°C the air-breathing ZAFC performance was 

found to be extremely poor. Discharging the air-breathing ZAFC at a constant current of 

2 A at -20°C delivered the reduced capacity of 10 Ah and the slope of the discharge 

curve was steeper. Therefore, operating the air-breathing ZAFC at temperatures below 
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ooc is not practical for a remote application since this resulted in lower discharge cell 

voltages at a reduced capacity. 

Figure 25 shows that an ambient temperature of 20°C in the climate chamber at 50% RH 

resulted in the maximum delivered capacity of 42 Ah at reasonable discharge cell 

voltages. The air-breathing ZAFC discharged at the temperature level of 40°C at 50% RH 

resulted in an increased cell performance in terms of discharge cell voltages as compared 

to when the cell was operating at 20°C. However, the delivered capacity at 40°C was 

reduced to 35 Ah, which is lower than the capacity obtained at 20°C. 

As the ambient temperature was increased to 60 and 70°C at a constant RH of 50%, the 

air-breathing ZAFC delivered a reduced capacity of 24 Ah and 11 Ah respectively. These 

results are supported by (Linden, 1995 :3.9) who suggested that at higher temperatures 

chemical deterioration might be rapid enough during the discharge to cause loss of 

capacity. However, it was noticed that when discharging the air-breathing ZAFC at 

higher temperatures there was an increase in the discharge cell voltages. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that the reliable operating temperatures for this particular air-breathing 

ZAFC are between 20 and 40°C. 

As seen in figures 26 and 27, RH also plays an important role on the air-breathing ZAFC 

performance. The effect of humidity on the air-breathing ZAFC is better explained with 

an aid of the table below. 

Table 3 Summary of humidity results for the air-breathing ZAFC. 

RH(%) 70 80 90 

Delivered capacity at 20°C 36 Ah 33 Ah 38 Ah 
I 

Delivered capacity at 60°C 30 Ah 23 Ah 31 Ah 

It can be seen in figure 26 that varying humidity conditions had a significant effect on the 

delivered capacity and less effect on the discharge cell voltage. It can be clearly seen in 

table 3 that the capacity decreased as the humidity increased from 70% to 80%, but then 
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increased again at 90% RH. The cell was not expected to have an increased capacity at 

90% RH because theoretically high humidity conditions would result in excessive water 

gain thus flooding the cell to a point of failure. A possible explanation for this maybe that 

the length of exposure during the experiment was not long enough to cause dilution of the 

electrolyte. 

At higher ambient temperatures of 60°C the effect of humidity on the air~breathing ZAFC 

performance was more pronounced on both discharge cell voltage and on the delivered 

capacity (figure 27). When comparing the humidity results of figure 26 and 27 in table 3, 

it can be seen that increasing the RH at 60°C resulted in a decrease in capacity. As it can 

be seen in table 3, at 70% RH the capacity was decreased from 36 Ah to 30 Ah. At 80% 

RH the capacity was decreased from 33 Ah to 23 Ah and at 90% RH the capacity was 

decreased from 38 Ah to 31 Ah. However, discharge cell voltages at 60°C were higher 

than at 20°C. At a temperature of 60°C the amount of heat inside the climate chamber 

was too much in such a way that it started to rain in the form of droplets at 80% and 90% 

RH levels. Therefore, in this case the loss of capacity can be related to the increased 

temperature or the electrolyte gaining water from the surroundings of the climate 

chamber, which in tum diluted the electrolyte. These results more or less support what 

was reported in the literature (Berndt, 1997; Linden, 1995). 

When the ambient air is the source of oxygen for the air~breathing fuel cells such as the 

air-breathing ZAFC, it has been found to be true that the fuel cell performance depend 

also on the quality of the intake air (Moore eta!., 2000; Mohtadi eta!., 2004). This can 

be clearly seen in the air pollution results of the air-breathing ZAFC (chapter 3). When 

looking at the baseline performance of the air-breathing ZAFC in figure 30, the fuel cell 

was discharged at a constant current drain of 4 A in a clean air environment and the cell 

delivered a capacity of 15 Ah. The discharge cell voltage was around 1 V during the first 

five hours of discharge. Discharging the air-breathing ZAFC under the exposure to 20 

ppm S02 was found to have a greatest effect on the air-breathing ZAFC performance. 

When the cell was operated in the presence of S02, the discharged cell voltage decreased 

to about 0,8 V during the first five hours of discharge. The cell delivered a reduced 
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capacity of 10 A h. It can be seen in figure 34 that due to the chemical reactions that took 

place in the air pollution test chamber when the air-breathing ZAFC was exposed to 20 

ppm S02, the separator covering the zinc anode changed to a dark brown color and the 

zinc anode was severely damaged. 

Theoretical explanation for the performance degradation on the air-breathing ZAFC due 

to S02 can be given with an aid of the work done by Lee et a!. (2002) where the 

following reaction was given: 

(14) 

As the air mixed with 20 ppm S02 contaminant was continuously introduced into the air 

pollution test chamber, H20 already present in the pores of the electrodes in equation (8) 

and the remaining H20 from equation (14) on the reaction surfaces of the air-breathing 

ZAFC was converted into H2S04. Therefore, when looking at figure 34, the logical 

explanation for the condition of the zinc anode is related to the formation of H2S04. 

The air with 20 ppm CO impurity also had a negative effect on the performance of the 

air-breathing ZAFC with a reduced capacity of 12 Ah at lower discharge cell voltages 

(figure 31 ), but not as low as with so2 contaminated air (figure 30). It has been reported 

by Tewari et a!. (2006) that the main problem of the air-breathing ZAFC is C02 

poisoning by the conversion of KOH to K2C03 that slows down the rate of oxidation of 

the fuel at the anode. Therefore, the decrease of the air-breathing ZAFC performance by 

20 ppm CO is suspected to have been caused by C02 poisoning and not CO directly. This 

is because air-breathing ZAFC doesn't have Pt catalysts that are easily poisoned by CO, 

as it is the case with PEMFC's. However, it is believed that the following reaction took 

place when air with 20 ppm CO was introduced into the air pollution test chamber: 

(15) 
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In equation (15), CO comes from the 20 ppm CO that was balanced with air. The air 

supplied into the air pollution chamber contained 19,69% of 0 2 Therefore, from 

equation (15), the following reaction occurred: 

(16) 

As a result of equation (16) more K2C03 precipitate was formed from CO polluted air 

because of the CO concentration. Therefore, the performance decrease is associated with 

the formation of K2C03. 

NzO at 20 ppm also had a negative effect on the delivered cell voltage and on the 

capacity (figure 32). Under the influence of N20 , the delivered capacity decreased to 

about 10 Ah at a lower discharge cell voltages as compared to the performance obtained 

in a clean air environment. 

The performance of the air-breathing ZAFC was greatly affected by 20 ppm N02 

impurity introduced into the air pollution test chamber (figure 33). Every time this air 

contaminant was introduced into the air pollution test chamber, the cell was discharged so 

quickly that it would be impossible for it to be utilized in any application under those 

conditions. The delivered capacity was found to be less than l Ah every time N02 was 

introduced. 

However, the air-breathing ZAFC performance recovered immediately when the fuel cell 

was exposed to clean air afterwards. The poor performance of the air-breathing ZAFC in 

the presence of N02 is suspected to have caused by a lack of oxygen. This is due to the 

fact that 20 ppm N02 introduced into the air pollution test chamber was balanced with Nz 

and not with oxygenated air because of the N02 instability in air. For this reason NOz 

would never be a problem when air-breathing fuel cells are used in natura) air. 
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5.2.2 Conclusions for the air-breathing DMFC 

The data of the air-breathing DMFC temperature experiments plotted in figure 37 showed 

that varying temperature conditions have a significant effect on the fuel cel'l performance. 

At -1 0°C, the stack performance was poor compared to performance at temperatures 

above ooc (figure 37). This poor stack performance is suspected to have resulted from an 

increase in a cell resistance. This was most probably due to the decrease in proton 

conductivity of the membrane. The other contributing factor to the poor performance of 

the air-breathing DMFC stack at -1 ooc was an ice formation of the methanol solution 

and on the other active areas of the fuel cell stack. Therefore, ambient temperatures of 

-10°C are not suitable for any application of the DMFC. 

However, it can be clearly observed in figure 37 that as the temperature of the climate 

chamber was increased under a constant RH of 50% the stack performance increased. 

The measured performance at 30°C was better than at ambient room temperature 

conditions and the highest performance in terms of voltage and current density was 

obtained at temperatures of 60 and 90°C. These results support the reports of (Ge & Liu, 

2005) who mentioned that the electrochemical kinetics on the cathode and anode of the 

DMFC improves with an increase in operating temperature. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the higher the surrounding temperature, the better the performance of the 

air-breathing DMFC. 

In figure 39, it can be seen that the performance of the air-breathing DMFC decreased 

with an increase in RH at 25°C. However in figure 40, as RH of the climate chamber was 

increased, the stack performance also increased. The highest performance at 60°C was 

found to be at 90% RH. Therefore, it can be concluded that varying humidity conditions 

have an impact on the air-breathing DMFC performance but this impact on the 

performance is highly dependent on temperature. 

The results of the experimental investigations performed on the air-breathing DMFC to 

determine the impact of air pollution on the fuel cell performance showed that air 
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pollutants have a negative impact on the fuel cell performance. The results in figure 42 

showed a decrease in the stack performance when air containing 20 ppm N20 was 

supplied to the cathode. The effect of this gas impurity on the air-breathing DMFC 

performance was found be irreversible. The stack performance did not recover after 20 

ppm N20 balanced with air was shut off and the fuel cell was operated with a clean air 

for about an hour. Instead of recovering the performance when the fuel cell was operated 

on a clean air again, the air-breathing DMFC stack performance decreased even more. 

Nevertheless, the effect of20 ppm N20 on the air-breathing DMFC performance was less 

detrimental than the effects of20 ppm co and so2 impurities. 

Figure 43 shows a decrease in performance of the air-breathing DMFC after introducing 

20 ppm CO dissolved in air into the air pollution test chamber. The stack performance 

could not be recovered afterwards when the fuel cell was supplied with a clean air again. 

The effect of this gas in PEMFC's has been researched and published in many papers and 

it has been reported in theory that CO adsorbs strongly on the Pt catalysts of the fuel cell 

electrodes and thus inhibits the anodic reaction. The results obtained showed that air

breathing DMFC is also not free from this problem. When comparing the effect of the air 

impurities such as S02 and N20 that were balanced with air, the worst performance was 

obtained when the air-breathing DMFC was operated on air with CO impurity. 

In figure 44, 20 ppm S02 was also found to have a negative effect on the air-breathing 

DMFC performance. The performance of the air-breathing DMFC could not pick up 

when the fuel cell was operated on a clean air again, which basically means the effects 

were permanent. However, the decrease in the stack performance was found to be less 

detrimental than when the fuel cell was exposed to 20 ppm CO. According to Mepsted 

(200 1: 17), the permanent effect of so2 simply means that the so2 species binds strongly 

with the catalytic sites and therefore blocks the fuel cell reactions. In addition, it was also 

reported that so2 is a polar molecule with a lone pair electron that enable it to adsorb 

strongly to a variety of metals. 
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Figure 45 shows that the air-breathing DMFC stack performance was very poor due to 

the N02 impurity introduced into the air pollution test chamber. The reason for this poor 

performance is associated with the lack of oxygen in this gas mixture. The stack 

performance improved when the fuel cell was operated on clean air afterwards but the 

actual performance before the contaminated air was introduced could not be recovered. 

In conclusion, all the results obtained from the air poHution experiments performed on 

the air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC showed a negative effect on the performance ofthese 

fuel cells. At this stage, there is still no concrete evidence of the mechanism by which 

some of these impurities degrade the performance. However, the results of this research 

has shown and made it clear that the quality of the air stream entering the fuel cell is as 

important as the quality of the fuel itself. Therefore, quality ofthe air stream must also be 

of reasonably high purity in order to guarantee the performance stability found in a clean 

air environment. It is clear from the results that these fuel cells are not reliable for 

applications situated in areas such as those mentioned in section 2.6 where 20 ppm levells 

of gaseous air pollutants could be found. It was reported in literature that fuel cell 

performance is affected by air pollutants even at lower concentration levels such as those 

used by Mohtadi et al. 2004. This means that even if the concentration levels found in 

industrial areas mentioned in section 2.6 are lower than 20 ppm, air-breathing DMFC and 

ZAFC performance would still be affected depending on the length of exposure. 

Furthermore, the presented results have also shown that climatic environmental 

parameters such as varying temperature and humidity have an impact on the performance 

of the air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC. This impact may be positive or negative. It all 

depends on the severity of these environmental parameters. Therefore, this suggests that 

air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC must be designed by first considering the environment at 

which they are going to operate. 

However, there is still more work to be done on the subject of the environment and fuel 

cell designs in order to assist fuel cell developers and designers with the technical barriers 

posed by the environment on fuel cells. 
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5.3 Recommendations 

The biggest problem associated with operating the air-breathing ZAFC at higher 

temperatures lies in the rapid evaporation of the electrolyte. Therefore, if this particular 

air-breathing ZAFC was to be operated at higher temperatures for remote applications 

purposes, it is recommended that a bigger storage tank for the electrolyte be induded in 

the air-breathing ZAFC design. As for air-breathing DMFC, it has been proven that 

higher temperature conditions are favorable for better performances. Therefore, if this 

particular type of fuel cell is required in the area where it is very cold, it is recommended 

that an external heating system or a heat jacket be included in the air-breathing DMFC 

system in order to make sure the performance is optimum at all times. 

It has been proven that using atmospheric air as an oxidant introduces a plethora of air 

contamination into the cathode side of the fuel cell. It has also been reported before that 

to compound matters the contamination rate will vary from hour to hour, day to day and 

from one season to the next. This makes it impossible to account for the effect of air 

pollution on fuel cell performance. Therefore, it is suggested that air filters must be 

implemented in the air-breathing fuel cells such as DMFC and ZAFC in order to 

eliminate the effect of atmospheric air pollutants. For air-breathing ZAFC, C02 air filters 

are necessary in the air-breathing ZAFC system. According to Kosanovic (2004 ), a team 

of researchers at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and also at Donaldson has been 

working on the problem of air-contamination for years and has deve'loped prototype air 

filters for fuel cells. Therefore, it is recommended that local researchers must also look at 

the development of air filters for air-breathing fuel cells in order to avoid the high costs 

of importing these air filters. 

5.4 Fields for future research 

In future, experimental work must be done to investigate the methods to mitigate the 

effect of S02, N20 and CO on the performance of air-breathing DMFC and ZAFC. The 

physical reasons for the performance decrease in air-breathing ZAFC due to the S02, 
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N20 and CO influence must still be investigated. The effects of other potential ambient 

air impurities such as benzene and ammonia must also be investigated on the air

breathing DMFC and ZAFC. The effect of S02, N20 and CO has to be investigated again 

on these fuel cells with air filters implemented in the fuel cell design. This will determine 

if the problem of air pollution on air-breathing fuel cells can be easily solved by the use 

of air filters. If not other methods to counter air pollution must be found. 
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ANNEXURE A 

Data sheet of an air-breathing ZAFC 

ZnERGY 
ZINC - All £NIJIC Y SYSTEMS 

• Physical characteristics 

Height 
Length 
Width 
Vol'ume 

Weight of cell 
Weight of electrolyte 
Quantity of electrolyte 
Total weight of cell 

• Electrical characteristics 

Nominal voltage at 8 A/+20°C 
Open circuit voltage 
Peak current ( <60 sec) 
Final discharging voltage 
Nominal capacity (C10) 

Energy ( C10) 
Energy density gravimetric; 1 = SA 
Energy density volumetric; 1 =SA 

Data Sheet 
Zn Ergy Zn 60 E 

191mm 
130mm 
19mm 
472cm3 

380 g 
150 g 
120 ml 
530 g 

l.OV 
1,4 v 
40 A 
0,6 v 
60 Ah 
60 Wh 
113 Wh/kg 
127 Wh/1 

Qischar Guaranteed Ca 
2.5 A 90 Atl 
4A 80 Ah 
8A 1 60 Ah 

• Thermal characteristics 

Operating temperature 
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ZnERGY 
Z.llli C · II I A l l!l A C Y S Y $ T [ M S 

Data Sheet 
ZnErgy Zn 60 E 

• Discharge curve (C40) with I const =2.5A 
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ZnERGY 
ZINC , .. (NIDGY SYST~MS 

Cell casing 

Data Sheet 
ZnErgy Zn 60 E 

The casing and the lid of the cell consist of Polystorol (PS) . 

Ventilation 

For the optimum operation of the zinc-air cell an effectual 
supply of the reactant oxygen is necessary. With low 
currents, free ventilation (surrounding air) is sufficient, 
while with higher currents an additional ventilation system 
is helpful, e.g . a fan . 

Storage 

Tihe inactive ZOXY cells (without elecrrol,yte) can be stored 
up to 10 years . 

Electrolyte and activation 

The electrolyte is a 6M KOH solution . Only after filling, the 
electrolyte in the cell the system is activated and performs 
as indicated . 

Recharge 

The discharged cell can be electrically charged using a 
charger ZnERGY special charger. For the optimal use of 
the cell in the electrical recharge modus, it is 
recommended to discharge the cell up to max. 65% DOD. 
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·ZnERGY 
11HC· .. IR ENf.aGY SYSTEMS 

Application 

Data Sheet 
ZnErgy Zn 60 E 

Fields of application are the stationary and mobile power 
su pply with long operating time and medium energy 
demand . 

Figure 1: Typ cal DC Power Back-Up System (e.g. TRIATHLONZ2/3/8 SERlE) 

e ZnERGY Zlnc·Air Energy Systems 2003. All technical details In this document 
are based on state-or the art technology. Our products are subject to constant 
and on go1n9 development. We therefore reserve the right to make changes. 

ZnERGY Zl nc·Air Energy Systems 
21 Roger Dysan Road 
Prf!torla West, 0183 
www znergy rg ra 
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ANNEXUREB 

Data sheet of carbon monoxide (CO) 

It: AFROX 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
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O:mulL)hl.: nw;ncri;-,i s UK &he -n,..-r-m tin.t-ouf- iM·emo~ !O~IIi1cn1 10 IJI\:lCitl 
(u1li C~\ IU~~ f'tom bo: lllJ,:' Uon::d for 'C"II:oewih'i: p:r~S of HID: ("ompi~RX n ifh 
a$1 n:K\'·a m lcgh ~uon 111 C1'~ n1Lll K"'-"CP rkll of n:;~lt of o:hildrcn 



I I:XPIIM!RE Clll\TRilL'i/PERSO!'iAL PRCHE("TIIl!'o' 

Ott'ap•tMia•l toJ:pn•rt' llaard1. LM:'Ii.inp. odo\lr ..00 .:oloor. c:uboa 1111'11to'\k1c 
giy;: . lk-1 \\ 3TaiOj; o( Ill pRiiCnot:, Dnd inh:.ll:uion or his;.b 
COIIC1:'111r,ll101l!\o - ll USC' mddcll, 111.:.'\pcCIC'd t:ollapfC. Tllc Cl,f!ll:

hour lrn..:-,~c•~tcd. l'i\ = w: 1~hold hnut ,·,Jtuc t n. \ :Kioptcd ~ 
abc n~encnn Cnnfcrea.:c of (_ioo,-.:rnmcnt..rllndu!ilrul H~ ~icU)jlij, 1)..50 
ppm 15 5 Dt~/11.1 1 1 for C.\~1JU r': 10 I:;.UbOD IJIDIIOMdc. 0:t:Up.'t1KwJ.t 
:'\.,ret~ &. H~hh ;\drmmsuattOn h:b 11dopccd om ca hl-lk")tlf nmc:
" t:igblaf ti'""CI':l~ CXJ)OIUrt' hmU of - J,.,m I a.tJ;tm I ,.'UK! a CCI brut 
hna1 nf 2fi!J pp1u t2!9 nlt!/at"'l for G."l'l'hon ntonn. .. udc 

Eaalllftr .. & t'o•n•l~~~euu~ E~ifli.:cri"g collrol ln.::mtn:s JUC Jndcnm to 
r.:dlK"C C'"PD"'UI'CS. b ::ncml nJCtiKMis' Ill!;: lode mcchimlltlll ,c,.rlaiMJIL 
proc or pct:!IO'n; cocloSI&rC and conunl of proccu tandrltom;. 
:\dnurustmti\. trnl :uld J:M:I'IIiOIW pmi«II\C '-"ffmpRlCIII m:1~ alSO be 
rcqrutc:d U 'it: m.M.ullbk ltuucpmar \ cniii;Uinn .J}l:tt•• fc~W3lc tloir1 
other c'l l1JJ \ Cntii.Jiion })Sh:'n tS E~h.11~ dirt'C'I kl CIU1~- :.; ,_qlpl~ 

1uCfsc acru repJ.:t..-c mccu .11Tkl rmkc up for :tar ~tno\al b\ t:Xklct$1 Jylih:m.. 
PrtMaal pmt«tioa. sc §C:Ir<onl:uned hn:;nhiU~ UpJ'I:lr.111ts \\ 1\;:n n• •ns 

~~~ (U\:5 

2'" U • >Uct~ ~lfliK'!i when Y.mlo.i~ "ilh ~1a ndci'J 
H<111da U.: •L1b lc pt01..:ctnoct\lm i;$ Y.hcn\\Orl.J D8 "1th -;:~ltndcn 

.SW• ~0 lri.IIO'I,I:UC'ff.;CI 

9 PIIYSICAI. A~ D CHEMU:AL PROPF.RTIES 

Pl'l>ICAL DATA 
Clle'utkat ~) mbol 
Moh.· .. u.Li r W-eagl11 
SJ:J«iftc , ·olnme u l uY('·· .t 1 111 . ~2.'i L.P.:~ 

Ikftlill) t;."~~ u 2f)-'\ 4 IVI.115 LP.1 
AIIIO·IAri lio.UICnlpCr.llttn:: 
Rclou,·t: dc1mt} ~A ir.:: I J 11 10 1 . .315 Lll;t 

Fbn11Wb1Ul'' Inuit~ aa ·:ur 
Coklur 
T,._l~! 

Odaw 

10 STAitt.tn· AND REA("TI\'tn· 

('() 
l8.lll 
K.~ mliM 
1 . 1(.~ k.ym• 
ru l *r 
U.%7 

ll.5 ~ H.2•.r~ \Oi l 
None 
None 
None 

Co•dilians to e·uttd.. ()\crhc::u lnt: o f q hndcro No.-\ c r 1~ ror ~~~ "Jth a 
O.:.a11c:~ ' K '<Qp) ,,. lC't "b.:-n lCSUnJ.! fer lc;1b Nc\"cr ns: ..:~ lindcrs 
~ mllc:rs or smppon ... nr form~ other J•llllOiol."S olhe:r 1lk1n ·1hc stonn.g 

ol' cwboo UIOUOXJdc Do 1101 .a!tC carbon tmiiOSttk c~ hnd.:B (or the 
staml-"1.: of >II~ other ;::;.e: 

IIK'OIDtJitiltk" .urerilli. .Steel rand oa hcr co1umon nlCt."\\lf: lin: 1f rlf".racton for 
Wf;: \\ lthdl} . dpl•lt-l"l« ii:iu bor.· nllli'W'l.'\ld;: 11 ~li&I FQ uplo 1.;7•-"J 

L. P:I '1'lK: Jll~llCC of mo "re ..ud: !!oBlphur<WnpoondA :tppn;i:l;tbt~ 
~nc~s 11-.: cnm'~"c .DC'I ion on Mccl 111 ''"' p~li 

H11.can:l"' d«PIIt.poliric~ p,..du1.11. Onl' 1rbon dio~udc u;; fom11:d ''ben 
c:a.rbon •nono'WJ:: htau.,; in 31t 

II TllXIC:(IL()(; IC ·AI. Iloit"ORIIIATION' 

Ac~cToxku~ 

S~m A C\ c co111..,_, 
f"ltronJO: 1·o.\.1Cll~ 

Cnh: i nop:~JiCII' 
MuJagCnicll~ 

Rc'pfndu.: ll,.< H:u""" 

f£.-,;posllfr 10 C\)IICCIII:r.IIIO R..~ of mo~ lhan -KJI.MJ ppm 
could be ftt: l:al m t~ th;m one hour tScc Tobie in 
~-uon 1) 

No kni.," n cfl"co:1 
·n.c cl c of prolonged exposure to to" 
COn.::I!IJllill ioM of mzbon mDRO'\Idc ~I I'C llluiktr to 
the: IKUfC c:ITC\:11 I~"C !11Jo\·c1 
No ~IMmll .:fJc-;: t 

No ~oonn ciT ~XI 
~o ~ nem 11 afT« I 

12 El"OJ.()(;ICALISFORI\IATIO~ 

.'\s calbon uamo.<Uk i,.; onJ~ •U~hll) li;:IKr •t..··.-n 111 11 ''ill 001 dliii:J1CI!IC niJlKUr 
Hoo., t."\c r: . 11 dO\.~ 001 p:xcn h;a; • .-J 1o 1hccco.l~ 

V R!'tM!§AL fBNSIDIMT!ON~ 

A UJ<nttr <>fTI.: AFRO."\ <•roup 

DI'IMiul MC1hod~ S'ml&ll an'll•Ullllii IW~ be hlo\\n to the ti lnlasphcrc: under 
CONrollcd ..:onditiCHU ~ 'DUf'C.:":\ O( lt:WiiOU ~hauld bt 
Ui lhc \"IC1 1\ll ' lnl):i: MlOORI!I: !lihollld 0~ be Nlndlcd h~' 
lhl: ll"" 11pplocr 

DifiJM'INI ur Jl«l.iaj&iq, The dl~..,.-; of ~Onltuncrs m1~1 onl~ be 1'-iadk:d h~ 
lhc ' ppbc·.r 

U TRAN~PORT lloifORi\HTIO~ 

ROAD TRASSPORTA TION 

UN ~o 

noss 
Subsldj:u~ .. ritok 
ERG~o. 
Hvchcsn,, ,lming 

lfl l6 
2 • .\ 
C"'bcnuc.l .. pl~.,"'• 
11 9 

To "'!!'!> 
SEA TRANSP()RTATION 
IMOG 
c~ 

P. ~'II!S"'"P 
I-""< I 
AIR TRANSPORTATION 
1\;\QII .HA Code hHe·, 

~ .} 

• ubDh:an· risk 
Poc~ .. IJ:Irt~ ~troup 
Pa;:~at;•l\X U\Stn•ct.nM 

c,rso 
..,..., '" 

\l:a,lrmm qu. lllit~ :~llcmcd 

Corgo 
p,.., 

( "hc:mal :asjll~--'"'ull 

2il(J 
Forbod<lcn 

25kJ! 
Nil 

I~ RtC;t:LATORl" l!'ifOIIMATICI!II 

ElTH:v.rrd cbu 
R1sl.~s 

To.dc G3!0 
R l l Ha ghly lbmniOthlc 
R I illn ue 1u;;~ fann n.: mm.mk: C'o:pl(l!ll:n ~ ':tpnnr-
, FltU\11trt 

R .W HJmifnl ~, lrRa l:tlion 
R 13 To.'\.lc ~ tllh;aL:tlian 
R H Ra..Q.-. of c.,J'IIo"Uan if he.11cd nnd.:r confincta:nt 
R.&8 Ditl-.;~ r of J.COOil5 \bnJ;rgc Ia 1.:-;allh b,\ 
pmkutROO C:\lJC'iiD'C 

.. 2 Keep out of reach ol" childr.:n 
S•t K..:cp con~aancr 111 :1 ".:11-' cnubk."1l piO'IICc 
.· 16 K: .:p 11Y..1~ from souro..~o( i,:ni1ion 
s.n T.lk pT"«",'l.lliOIU~ mc;-ISUI"C.t aptna 

dis: I'I:UJ;CJ 
S lb Wc.1r ~utablo:- protccll\'C' dotlttn;; 

S l& lo \;;UC of tnliiafflii:ICI'II \ cnUioliiOJL \\tlr \Uil:lbk 

~)matoo cq111pn11.. ... 
S .. l U .) Oil (eel U11\\CI1, d. aiC'dK;II :ld\ k c I 1-'0"1\ 

'"" l>b: l "'""" .-~oblc) 
S.'il l.ec onf) in wcll '.!Jllil..Jicd llr.:.B 

?\'a~iomllc;:.tsbbon N'on;: 
Refer kl SASS 02b5 (or C:'\:p l mltJII Llf tl-.: abO\ c 

IIi OTHER INfOR"ATIIlS 

Bibllagr>p~ 

Com~ (i::a: ADoclll1K>D. Arllli~Ofl Vlfi."'IU.'l 
Handbook oJ"CoulfiiUSI."'d ( it ~ lrd F.d11i.Jn 
\1alb: ~n. ~illl l.::wn ( ia\ D:Mo:~ Book · bl h Edh•on 
SABS Ol6..1 - lnbclh ... of O;u:Ut.:mm St.Ost.:mto 

17 EXCLIISIO~ Of UABILin' 

lnlbmLllion co-.:uacd 10 I his public!ll ton lc ac:cur.aac !II lhc tba.; of pnbl.aiion. 
Tbc COIIJPCIQ) dlh.""l'i ld ~ lubllll~ tllli1D5; rrnnJ the U§C ol" llu mJOnii&JOil. 
or the use. applw::nion. ud:.tprPI n or~~ of n~ l'lmdocu: dcscnbed hc:r.:iu. 

11lc Stope S~ mbol 1tnd the "ord AFROX \uc AFRO X Gmup Trudcamrb. 

Fo: pmd~tet and s:afc1' ctv~aun.:::-10 pka~ phone 

E!IIERca:scv ;s•: ~l02112 {l4 hr'1 
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ANNEXUREC 

Data sheet of nitrous oxide (N20) 

.AIII"1i AFROX 
MATF:RIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 

NITROUS OXIDE 
IJ.-\TE .\ nat ~00 1 

PROOlJC"T ANDCOMPAN\' ID.:NTIFICATIOS 

VRODl)CT JDCS!"It'I C"ATIO~ 
Proili..:l Nmttcl 
Ch>!mii:ai J:I.)fmuJ~ 

T::.dcN::Jf1l<:• 

Nitr()Wo0x.~dc 

,o 
M~da..:al NtlriKI• Chidc. C~~-.1 
'-iuuu• ( .htdc:, ln!Ur urncnl ~ 
'urn~~~ 
Mccbul SilnML' Ox ilk 
f rctK:h lit..: f f ,.....,, b.Jdy "'tth \\'lu1~: 
S"I..:IV:IIhn@ 
'tlruusO~ack lnscnuncnl ( ,rod: 
Fr-... w::h m~ ( P l1'·n bed\ ,~.~m 1M 
··ln~n-=nt \.rud~·~ ' .:.n"l.'-!i.l c.:nu.:~lh to 
dkbad) oflho:C\'Ii~ 
~111\~)o.-.l r•rL,...:h OI'IC IFU'J) ~ \\ilh :s 
\o!Ut~\\' s~uldc:r. •u:I -N'ilh~ f ' Label 
lillm ' "'Tn"'•c tk'tt for M...--dac.JI u""' .. 
~leth,,... ._ l ns~nlftk..,..l Conde" J"' - llras..' 
I l i lt. tnch ttlt p.i . .at..: ''"otMh"""t 
~Cftli ll!"aU ~lfe ~oah Jc-f\ h:md '=.n-....lc, 
I 11 1"\C' j)I~N 

Arne an 0 Jro.' ,t.t-n l.innu:d 
.2..1 Webber S uo;t 
~tc•ba•ra. 200 1 
T '" t U I I ) ·NU-U~IMJ 
fit, ,,, (IJJJ ) .J•)tj...(J~IJ(. 

<'OMPOSITIONIJNFORM.\TION ON INGREDIE:OcTS 
Chcmao:..d NQI'D.: 
('h;mK.:ai F-k 
<'AS• ' 
UN. Q 
ERG · ~,_, 

l l~.ath,:m \\' • rmn1 

~111\IU,O~\J;;: 
o, Kbn, 
JUU24·117·~ 

1010 
l~l 

.f. Jo\ Nun·RI)mmotbl.: Cun~ Gar 

HAZARD<i ID£NTJnCATION 

M•l. ttu..rds All c,·lind......,.Jo 3tl.: parubt..• JPU conlatncr!!-. find mu~ be 
repn:t..."d 111 Pf':'. ,.~hat an lut'K"'. NrtNWo o 'rdc 
t.- •on-R-.mablc. hut ro:adih ~apports combullkln 
Nc:wt po:nmt 011. jp'Ciillili: or ~r n:oiii.Jj \ combuAibl.: 
IO;ubNlan~-:: lu t'<W*l' rnlu COQUIC'I " ith lu gh 
concc:narataons ol' IU1n.lUII'xtdc 

Ad,~nc ttcaltfr F-"cchi:. '•m• •• f\\:i..Jc MIO'Ikl nclt be us:::d \\ilh :In' ' c:9Rditmn 
wlwrt: 1nr i11 cnltii'P-"CC wuhan tk.: tJod,·. tauJ when~ ~~ 
c'"p.3JNnn n1t lj.IM k: dctn.I.'CM\1111 "YYC:h SIS 11'-'.:IJ ir\_j UI'I!..' 'il 
"tt h lnlfQIIrnCIIl ,,f CUU!itiOU~m" . Anif.cio.l_ 
trauma••~ or JI:IOI11ilrw::•m,.: l'fttUnJOC.horax mr <.·mbuh~m; 

lk-c,.'(.,.tJ.-c:~t<- ,.j,,J,JK..,.li. l'nllo\\ UL~ 11. r~nl Jl\t.: , 
ro11o\\1n3 Jll cnccphc:J~ • . ~\ "' bui i\,MI ... 
cmph\ tCJna.. Omi m~·rin.5J'I)i0ld, o l!nJM; aJtdoanimrl 
~;h*nslt"'l1: fntoMc~. ~13:\rtkJf-.:i•l iniWlt."tt 

Ch~icaJ Huard& :\. ruuu11 u'llk is nQn-llanun~'-". but "'r 1~h IJ.Cif~llo 
.. umbtu..tinn t rn..:ludme MX1..: m:a&criab. " hich doll not 
l'kJitUoiJI\ btrnr en ..rir't Clir-.:.: Jn· nilrOU, UMdl: j, ·~•
connl'ii\·-· mo.t nwu:nal• o f c~trucuon :src su1tilbk 

E,c<:on&M't 
Skia('a.t~~el 

.\u.Md ::.11 wmbu~rblt.: AUIJ:n;:JI.§ 

Admuuctr".UC. of na&roo '"'do:. mon: fn:q..rt:ntty Lhan 
\!\en · " dl\ ,. ~h,•ukl boo: ~ onap;..rnh."\1 b' rouortt: bl\110.1 
.. e n '"'n ucu (~ ..:, aJ4"11\;C of mcplobiaw.M: dunce in 
r.:t.l ~..-II~ ~~~ hyp::r . ..:tj.nllo"nl:rliom ot nr..."UliVt~•l>~ 
TI10: UJI:c O f ~tilt\)U~ ~ (:,JU~1i IIUKll \ lll;._., uf \ ll .UNfl 

ll1l \\hech '' a «,._f:.:tor .;)( nK"thu .. u~e IJ\nth.:ts<: 
Foi;n~.: rru.."tsholls rn ix Cdr~ qu.:nth lntcri'erro ~ith. :sa:l 
DNA ~·nth.:'"'• i11 '"'P'I-•r.. .. -.::1 i,,u " ~M prulon~;a:d 
nr&r(HI~ 1..W1d..: ... rnanltlr&taou Thnoo.: di~Uurb:mcc"' 
r.:Mt l lu mcJ!_a~l-rc bunc ln.tlTO\\ cha~rt;.a 
[;.~~)Mitmotll' k•H (lt."l.'\il)iii..WIIill .:.,j"k~U\.' oiiMJ 
.....:kii(!IQrl ll:an.: J\..-,;;ultcJ an '"' .:h.lllCIImf,:Uh\ ~nd 
•uholcun.- cQtnbn-.:d dc)r".:ucrau~n. 

~o l.~nctr~~•· 
'o l."'-""'o.: IT.:ct. 

ENPOSURE CONTROL'i/P~RSONAL PIIOl" EC:l"IOI\i 

OccYplion•l E•po,. .. rc llaunb.. s~~\I..'J\l,:i"t- of \\&.'ik: ftiU._oJUS uxidc '* 
d\ould be ul«.'d to ri.'"!Juc:..: Of".'t'Mint Lho:ate xrd 
C'tUi\ :tkn1 tn:.ilun..:nl ""' Ind ... h• :t "=' d bclu" 
~lltlh pn• o f .nbi~nl nierou• .~. 

E•ifinc<erint cont.-m mu.ara. l:.rllfUCO.'fliiB ..:ouL.ml n~C:U.nf\.'lo 81\! prcr;.:m"'\..1 to 
n:ducc -::~~r..: to nitr\lU-' Ll~id..:~nr.;::~ 
aamu,.,n.:R J ( ,_,n.:ral ltlCIIKXIs •r. ... iud.o= forc-.:d-

Dcl)l.c'IIOU of u-.:thiuninr hid bi,.,,, imph..::tto:d in th.: 
tl\!nrolojlu.:•l deficit lk.'\."n 111 (hN'IInc oahu,oo:rJ ,)fnurt'Us 

""de> 
FIRST AID MEASI IRES 

Prt) lllpl ntt:J1~;.l llth:nhOII ia m:an...l01tun· in a ll c::u...:- o f t)\O:O:~IWlSUIO: w rutruu• 
\l~kk R~u.: pcr'lioJrmd !'thoult.l h.: cojptiQ nl of .. ··dte • tir~ h;u.wd ~r:.Kd 
"1th nurou oMdi:-ri~:ll ~lltk!$ipll\:r\; IGDp~tlinhk.o. un" 1uin~ Oil .:k:hb."fali: 
i11h:rhauon o f nlll'OQJ (tXIdo.: '"II fi:SUlt tn llni;ClftN:rrn .. ~. ~lnt; thruu~ 
•tJI.IC'i uf IO:;Minli h~--h;,: ..... ~.,;:a -.J ltMU~IC'i~U\IIL IM~d_ rf d~t.: nctnn \\Ch." kJ 
be " "Ju .:a ,mflnC"d ff:.CC. d.::N.h rrotu •""'II couk.l rnuk n..: tn:atl1ll:'n' is 
1\!ml>, .a h l ftt.'llb • u .lmd if na:r.:-~, . Lh.:: lt;a¢ 4J(an u_"t. t r .. 'MJIICnllkJt. 
F.yt" C:ontad No"""'" n cfi\.""Ct 
S~in C'"ontM't Nu knu \\n ctT .. -ct 
ln...,aion 1~·. un\\ i tLan~ ,., dcl&bcritlc an.ltalauon uf 

IIIUUWO 0-'IJ.: \\til tt."-Uit ill UIIIC'Oft!lieltMI'"~..._ pa!i.JlR~ 
tluou J:!h !-1¥" of 1no:n::,.rn~ hgha-hc....,...tr~~..~ anJ 
lnli"K ataon. :lad, 1fth.: , •j(;\&nl .,..cr.:'·' bo: u·rllun :J 

futed ropatl: . .k..'llh frum CllltUM;J I.'OUkl n "Nrll. The 
\~men• i. rc•I"'I'Wai to tfl."'dt11ir. and •f ncn·,.-nn. •he 
•.uc oh m o'' g~n t;:.JU.Kil.-nr 

FIRI-: 1-"IGIITING ME.4.M!R.t:.C1i 

A,. mh'\ -"D u~ t.~ non-•l• nsn•tabac btrt ll>lmn~l~ 
SUpport."~ !;.~ll(lft ltk:- COR'(.'CI h fllo' ~tf 

c;~ lli1¥1Udimw mo:dtlll daoutfJ ~ ulil:d J.:~rt(hng on 
• t.:tmbus.lib k m;n~rial inn1l":t.l. 

)r. u n "-lfi ox1tk 'r;;urouah· xcd~ra•~~ c.:wnbu.•IICtn 
\t~nal!'o tlt:a ''ooh.l not JMif"nYih· bmn in ;:aw \:l ttt6o.J 

cornba~l 'rg.'l"ou.:~ rn :umuaph..-r.:a hOt\ lft)t h i,WJ 
c~t:ull :etion.~t o f niuuu"' '"~ 
If JKl!!"-llbk . shad uff Lbc IUf'CC Of 0:111:o.prng NttfOUll 
u\:ick E, ..:uato:: •r\:1 All t·yluW.:-m w-Id hu 
rumt.J\r ... ~ fnlftt the ' Klnll~ o f th..: (U"c. C'\'la.Dd;-rc 1t..1 
c:muut he h.:mm.:,J dlrnald h.: t.:l•tl~ "''lb \\.11.1:1 

from a .ak Ji•:mcc- Cyhndo.,.. \\hii."h haw been 
c.'P*'t.l 1•1 c-"ccJo!ii\C ho::. lihould be clear!\ 
1do.:nufrcd anJ rc-tur""x! lu .illf'fllii.::r f'ONi ACT 
Til~ R ST FROX JlRA). J. 
s.r.:ty ~l;:ro, gt.,., .. ~ amJ ufcl\ thol~ !Ohould be 
"om \\ht.:.'ft IYndbn ·, lindl.,.,. 

£ n,-ironmental pr·ec1a .. Hr•._ A' tho: aD u. h\!;;a\'k.'l thou1 111 11. f)OI.1.clS o(unrou:i 
"'ia~.cnnth.:d air c'-u. oc~ur TI...:~~o: c~ lc-:aJ ''' 
lh~ lin: se•caditq,; rapiJh If I)()UaMc . \ l:lltil~t.: W 
:an~t.:d:an::a 

Pt:.nunal Pn~awlion• ,\ldmu :li m1rm1.:o oJxt.d..: ,., '"" U . .tidr ~..-JCnbu ..... lJbk. ll 
""fll"lt'U and ~t.:do::rai(.")) comb&r~Jon. C" I.;Mhcs au.J 
.-_llhcr mat .. ,.l::r.b.. not nonn~h· cun,.iik;r .. ·,j lbnun.abl.c. 
\ull burn fi.:rc.~h rn lho: pr.:lil!nt.:IC or n•roa•11 u-..id!:. 
ond c:an b.:.,, mlighL b\ 1 '""HI.: ap.arL.. \ll" ""' e n h\"ll 
c:ts ar.;:Ut.• :;a:,o~, 

t :nvi.-onme.tal p~aut._a. " Aruull \I' hit 1:. l.no"TI W 1\!1, c 1111 o n..-. 
Jc1*:br.g pnl>:nlr.ral h ,,. a "1!!-r..:.::nhuldl!' a-" and 
m;n c.-.nLnhulo: 10 glob.l "~" • ll..""'\\ut.- of 
niuixu "-"hk.•-..."fltlchc,J aln•to~;: tanunlo( imo 
COIIIKt " rth rc;Wth c:ombu._·~u o "*'-'c-n:rl 

Sm•ll spiU• Shut o ff the. ~ uf Ct«apin.l!l: nili'<J~nt H"\:Kk 
'1/ 1l:tl.: 1bc :.n:• 

Larl:f' !iipilb' [ \ .::u:.h: lhi: .Ut.:.J S lnil uiT dh: M>W'Ct.! nr lho: t~ptll I r 
IAul COlli bt: ..kJllii:' " rthoul rn;.L \' t.."nulal~o: the ..uo:oa 
u•rna f<wc~"\1-dr.rughu ef n.:l.'t.:!oA" . 

IIAl\DI.Il'iC. ,•\NO STORAGE 

Do '"" 11\ t\\ c ' -.k:r~t to li.Jc.: or tnr..: urLu t;;\Jn&a..: l " 1l11 51•-''1' ~-aMC" 
(', hoditol of nitnJU'"II. o'i~ :oll(liU.l n1H b.: ~h>r .. -.J .,....., ' ' liad.:f'S ,.r Ko:l'l~a.;: , . 
nihcr comhu arblc yues '"rou• (1.'1.:1~ C \ ltn4k:N . .,;huuld onh he sucl.t."t.. 
\t.:n.k&l h · • nd ho: firntly .~Ccur'-.-d Prc,cnt chn . JVM ll( ;un ,......,_n il nr •"' nt~r 
lu bru:an1 (rum cmCMI'\l lbc C) hmkr , ;.~,c tand ••..: q hndcn. \\Cil c:lar t JI' ~'' 
t.:\HTOJOJ\\': inlluca";:· ..:.j 1 141l~" IK'hl ("'omrli• rc \\ilh • II rt.:lo:\t~nl lo:J£ia.lo;rli~•• 
•• (WO:nUa l 5\': .1. "fu~ol 111 • tir'!OI ,,.,, .. im..,-ntUf'\ ~;~em kt pr.:,.:ul full ... , latkk:N 
from b..:r"' "'trw.:d (ot" ~xc,..""Cni ,.,.- p..'T\Oll tJflin"' Kc'" oJtll o frl:A..:.h "ich1II.Jr ... -n 

d.raughl '.:neila11un. ·~:anu.: fron• tl!hl..-r c~h;:au!il 

,..:nlil:.unn !Cl Att.".m,. l!n~~t~r..: thnl ... alTK:rO:alt ffl:sh • ir 
enters a. ,.,. racac .. llot,.- k:' .:I 
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PcrWNt .. proCKtion fi:t,· ~1..: J!kn "'":. anJ ~ .... ;;huuiJ hi: wnm 
"h""-r. h...tlrlli !;.::\ lin~•-

PII\ S IC \L AND CIIHIJC.AL PROP~RTIES 

PII\SICAL DAT,\ 



Ch<mi'"l S• mbnl 
Mn lcc.ular \\fe1gh1 
SI"-"Cilic.: y ,, (uflk: u l . & lU l.:t.!5 kP1 
Bollong pomt 11 10 1.32.HPa 
lA'llMt~ ·l• u HJI.J251..Pa ~:111d 2~f'C 
Rclini,c ckrult\"(/\ lr - I I u IHI)Z~ L;();a 
((1lour 

last~ 

Odot.1r 

N,O 
~~. 01 
~43. 1 ml!g 
-&~SC 

LM.a.;lli:,!:ilm' 
t .5~il7 

None 
S\\t.-ct 
Swcc1 

Conditions tu 1void 1l1c build up or nurous t-udc-~,.•nrkhcd 
atmosphL'rt:lll Nncr Uk: c~· hnd:r!C u rollers or. 
~U1'1'10rbi. iO: it~- Olhcr purpotiC lhan &be: ,_.or:lgc 
u( NlUoti.X ,,xaJc N~'"'r P::\ptJM: c,-l ... dcn tu 
r:xt..: ~i,·c hL'ol as lhis m-.1' ' t au • ~.umf ii.!'Rl bualtJ
up nf pr,;:~m;: to ruptur.: the O:\ linden 

lnCOIQpatibll! Material~ Sine . .:~ nilfoo.i u.xidc is nna...co~i,L' , mnst 
nlOJIC rial or c-c)n.;;.aruciiOft lrc sunnblc AnJid ull 
nammabf Rlil~n ~ 

llaz1rdous I>Hompo,ition Produtrs. \\ohcn in, ol,>td in:. lire tbc h1ghcr 
uxldc~ ,_,r nitrv~;cn C.ID bJ fmm~o:d. £k11h nilfic: 
oxide t~nd nurog.::n drcxitk: arc h1ghh tox•c 

II TOXICOI.OGIC,\L II'O'ORM.UION 

.\cu&c T o:u'u' 
Skin &. c ,c .,:OGI!Ic; ~ 

ChmiUC To:ucu' 
( ¥011l:J ~melt\ 

&"C biJC"tion J 
No lnowD cm~-et 
S\."C SCL"IIOn :; 

No Ln(nu~ cOCct 
Mnlii.J:..~II\ No knonu c,O~ct 
Rtopmductn·c IIIV.arcb Sec uon J 
(fur furch~:r iui~wution ~ S....Yiiun 3. Ach crsc llc~hh En~sJ . 

12 liCOLOGIC.\L IM"OR\IATION 

iti'Uf.d adc IS hc;wicr than ;ur :u~ tare ~hould he bl.cn to a,·o1d the 
formatioo c.,f nltrou~ O:\ tdc~nrichcd JK:ICkL"I.S. h do;.~ U(JI fl')s~ a hvJd l(l ahc
""CCit r. • 

13 DISPOSAL CO!'iSIDE.RA TIONS 

DispmH.I .\lr.thods . m.111 i'lmounl~ ma~ he blo"n l(t tlu: illn~n: 
und4..-r <:orurolk<d condiltoc Lll"~~ amounL~ 

.l>ould oah lk: handl..-.1 b-. Ilk: g:u 'oopphcr 

Dis:pmal of piiC'kaginc The cbspnsal ,,r c:ylindi..on anu,.,. onh bt handled ~ 
tho SJ' >uwhcr. 

14 TRANSPORT INrOR~IATIOS 

ROAD TRA-.SPORTA TIO'ol 
l.\ ~ .. o. 
[ RfiNtl 
l l a.~..chem "~mms 

1070 
1.!.! 
~A \oo-llanvn;ahl: J.;..,_ 

SEA TRAI\SPORTATIOI\ 
IMDG 107U 

Non -11 iiiM1~ble r;u l ah.:l 
AIR TRANSPORTATION 
ICAOiiAT,\ Code li)711 
("l a..'i:)o. 2 2 
Pad.ay.m y. roup 
PocL'lllglng. instrm:lions 

(OJ~'() 100 
P.as.~"'lt~t:r .lOO 

i\ta:\inuam qu..:mtit'· .-lkl\\Cd 
r o'l;o ·~•!\.; 

I'OSJca~~ · 7.'ka 
I~ REGIJLATOR\"INFOR!\1.\TION 

E[( llv.on! dou 
Rid. phrases 

NtJP-fliin•m3blc 
RM ContM:t ,,ith cotnbuMibk: mak:rialln.il~ c;ausc 
fuc 
R2H lloermful 1'7\ inh:!llatH"m 
R:U Dang;:r ,,r ounulaai,·c ciTctl"' 
R-'4 Risk ofe:\plu:-..mn it"hc-:ucd und.."f 
confincm~nl 
R-IX D.mg.:r c f i14o:nou!\ cbrll<lb"!' 1n hc11ltb tJ\· 
pmlungc-d cxJIO'UrC 

S-lf~ty phri1.JCS sz Kc:cp out ,,r r-~h ofchildn..."R 
S3 ~C\.'f'l 10 il cool pix.: 
S'l ~cc·p e~>~n mer in 1111 ''---c iJ - , · ~:t~ulatOO r l;,cc 
S11 When u.1in.g do not :;anukc 
S-1-1 If' nu fL'I:i utm II~ lk:t:k nacdic.1l ad,·icc ~;;110\\ 

!he loki \\hat '"'""bl") 
Nal~ma LcJ;i!iliJhon· Nm:: 
Rcf.:r LO SAOS t.)21~' fi.w c.·xpl•nalion llf iiK: abo,·c- . 

16 OTIIER INFORMATIO~ 

DibHu :r.lOh\ 
(",,ml'tfCI:icd Gas: A~~ i alJOil . Arlin_glon. Vir •tnioa 
l llmdbook off'omprcs.1:.::d Ci~ • ~nl [dillon 

l\l~lheli'm. ~1ath .. ~n c ... ,. o~u [It~. (tth E.diuon 

17 EXCLI ISION OF LIABILIT\ 

lnfurnualion c,mUAin'""\1 in tlu., pubiicallun i~ .K:cau:otc at tlk: dale of [lt.lblh.:~iun 
The c..amp-.ny d not :acn-pt liah-iliav aru:in from the u~c of lhi-,c JDfo n1\3li(Jrt. 

Of t.l~ usc, ..,,,licM.ion.. adapWLion or fii'\JC-cu or a.w P"~ucl,. ck...,.-c;r ibc.:d hcr.:in 

AFRO X ;\ m(·mbcr or The AFROX Gwup 
TIH.• S~npe s,mbol ~nO the \\otd 1\F'ROX :iiC A FROX Crump Tt'3dcm;t: L_._. 

For pooduct rmd fetv etlqum 1 ·.uc pbouc: 

Btt:RGili'iCY ~0: 0860020202 (2~ hr) 
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ANNEXURED 

Data sheet of sulphur dioxide (802) 

.If. AFROX 
MATEI~IAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 

SULPHUR DIOXIDE 
0.\ T[ ,\ ii2U(JI 

I PMOtll ; c ~r :\:'liD ('0"11•..\N\' IDJ: ,·nt-- IC '"'\TIO~ 

PROD\ iCT IOE"TI~'I<' .'\TIO" 
PtodlA:'I p..,; me;,. .SUl.P1 H,.i R DIOXII>I~ 

( ' b:em u:~J f:otnwlu so~ 

T nad e N:rmc 
\ol flw ~oom~ 

Vah c 

C ;<-\ S N u 

U ' N u 
t:m.< . ~u 
ll:ud~enl \\'.:tf"n n ttot 

1:! :-o 

Sulphur fJ.wlrl. nk 
Rlnn -..v. M:ir. f \."cn ( 1107 ) hod .. \\>1111 ~ 

tOI...tcu "clio" 1 B4 ) ~~~~~~ 
("( i. \ 1 Stccll lltCh 18 N( iT n~lu 

I · ml fi:rnalc 
frt(li.Jl 0 :<\"!:; CII I.L nt.i ll..-d 

:! " \\·c\Jbc."' S !J. ~t."' 
h'it.m nt.~!Mu · ~l 
ieJ 1'\.n 1 0 11 )""~0(1 
r 3, :"'i.! t) to t 1 , ..... Q()..('l ~OCJ. 

Tu" "' ani.! I.'O II O:"Jo • 'I. C gas 

.J IL\Z.\IU>S IUEYIUIC \ TIO"' 

Main llaL~tnf~ ·\ II -~ l ~t~ Jef ... ;n c f'(O:rluble •· h ~ont. nnd IIHh l 

be IC' ' ·~-N , .• rm_'-..ur· \ l.t5.:0Cb AI II IL tht.a:. 

Su iJ)Inu du»-. u.te' h h • hh Ln"IL'tll • ~!t 1t rc .. <hh 
eln.~th f l.! <t )' !IUhHy I dl .,C._ h 1:. I H I ..:'t l~h I t t l t :tii i\J:!. 

I\ ' ;h.e .. · -.. <!! thr ~ •a• nd r~•fl 1 f.JI r_ .. 1 ..!..: I 

. \d\ (• r~t• llh dlh ("ITt.. ....... b, l n . .hn l.m un u t ti n:. ,!.! ._t....: Ill c.·(n');;~.; liHJIU)I. I o f ' 
I ::r ' l'"n1 111 au co.n 1~ hro, ,l 1mtnll (lfft \:~,ugh u1~ 
C"un~ri I IH ft U the •,: C.{l , ~ n~}, m : aon. afkJ 
:., n 1nn1~ ,,r ~~ ~"' o. A '"'wh.·~ nttmi,nl ..• r I SO .Pr'\1 
· 10 · ~.·a~ I ~"\ I ~rnl) •• fu" nunu 1 ~: hcc.IU~ o f C) 1: 

' I:U h tl\ ,nj lh ~o.• T'"""" 1 ut'\ th n · t1h t I du: 
IIi',~ th roal , ad lun~~ I.~J-It •~u re tn a 
\: {.i]l~fliJ'flhUt l o f :'11 1Q Pr•n b)' \l\iumc : u h i• r l\l • 

j\,; , ._ II Ul ll t '-'I. \. C"I""\ ~\.'-tUtl:o 

( h C'mkal b•u.:·rnJ to ~., lphur J h '"Jc \.h.aM1hc:. 11 1 \\O i h!'l (;.,rmu\ · 
>ulf'lhun,)u nil , .. -.ht(·h 1, un~_l a.h l ... · h• ,,fa..-,t he!'fil I n 
nmo\ 1'\l 1tA rc..1.;1h."1l\: ~ulrhw d no .... tdc ~ ha-.. 1.:" :;; a:. .:a 
n:: ~lw.:mv 'Ill 

Ki.,.olli,·al I 1f1 Unl ~ulph a" iJ &O, hk 1\~1~ C:.liU m flo.! C\ ..: 

hnLa rd,.; bum~ upC11'1 ~Oilhb.'l ''"" lh't: '\C 1 1~ uc~ .. ~h1ch 
1 "'"' fn nn the t'u .. '"\!1.11\t;, cfr ~ ~~• the li qan J o.n :he 
s.h. in , ~r lt')O 1 V h 11 11 •• \ o..•lJilCCrtl i'nllun .• l' r 1h ..... 
v ~11 r ;:nl." 1m1at nt~ w n.,u, .. l .iilr...cn , .. , thtrt ;t pctiPd 
ur" .~ lllil--h J h.' .. 

inhulalion 

.Skin Cunta, ·t 

tn 'l lat ion (IC0-L h . 

...-\ t.."UI\.' ~ ' 1'"-':0.Uf..: t / IUSit H lftnJ. It i HJI lll::S,\ 1(':-.uh Ill 

df} nc .u hl rn•tat i111l uf dh: noti;(" .m I tl m •.JJ: . 
chul- 11 • &~\~CI' I Jl,h; "'lthm~. n11J tuon hMp= m 
~~\-t"J • ,,,..:11:-...1'•• II I Io! nM\ · m M:. -.= :-.l h 1lrruu;;h 
S\1 t~n a.. u{ h ]O. ~ f )ll\ ~uln\unQn oedon3. ,1( 

rmm nJl llfrc:M 
C tw"tH.· al hm n .. <'".\..:tf'1 ·.su,m ~ · ( 1hc c ncn .1 d 
hlutd n . :. m.' :-.uh tf tuat.ud :•l•lr-h w., IU !ort. ! 
,;,:p lrastR·,.I 1t1 ~he ... ., ' ulphw- dt, : ide cou 
J'l'Cqe:;l .~el C' l nl~t .. '\lfOt". Unci ll • li"ICI'-

I'""'t.llliJ :.ttlphiM' UJ,1J t: ..Ul C , lll~C' f~; I'I &K· nJ 
"'-.1n b.u1b. Ul tl c-On \ e n h) ulphu tl• U5l" aca ~t t n 
n m l t-1 CH\ II IJflll)Cnl s \ \ IHCI I m: \ :J iUM:o l..l n 

lfi' LI;;}l t l llf; 

~ FIRt. FIC;IITI:"G ~lt .. \SIJRES 

t-:dinJC;uishiua .>\;>o ._ulphuf Jtt>.,h .. h: a:• m·•~· l l 'fln u_a bl~ the ~fi:'Cl 
IHl-d ia c 11!;-ntShuly, u"K':\li :o. ~ld I~ w. ... ·, l t'u1 !1 1 · 

.:.llfrHtll' •n • l~ rc 
Spl"<"ifil" \ \'al • S h\1 Uid nll!\\.-'"f be ""-"n'""-u .n l>l l llti'\ ol :a n Ill 

luu.t.rd.s :toy \\!"ftl \'\hn:h 1 h."aJ,. nlg :t.Ui tM"nw ~hu .... n.lc l be 
f#rCK': IC~ uf \\.JI C.OW ..C.-.. !o l j)hlal" ,J; " Ck h tx· \\." 1 

Cl'l'f'"lbl ~. lol.! l \,\ .11\. f d! "'Cl:~:d Ul1t• IUi l l.. \\ OuJd u l:o.V 
l l1 io:JJ:U~ lhC \Clt(lll ' ral ..:-

lo~ rnei'"C"iU'' ;\ . ,d,,.hut ,ll .. ..._nlt: :\!f'U.uneJ '".....,pu~.J 1(1 . li · 
3 l'1,ons :-o i''Muld l'o(' f d'llu ' If ii . ., 1C ._., 1l Cotnn\-•r I-..: 

f ¢'11U)\c.'ll.l. the C(M\I UIIh,; l !:>h, ,uJd tk; ~t:pl \. l " 1\1th 0 

.. , ...(, . prm untJ I ..... cll.-.tlcrtho fu-'-" 1!' ,, t l·uc ~~~1 11\ i_:: 

pc 1 ~u net .. huu J h \! C..fUIP ~J \\ Jth pil:>h:..: l i\ ... •h ,!f •n& 
;md I O f't l IUf\ C\)tllpin • 11 ( '0;\. l .\( I fI l l.. 
i' ·\ RI--;'1 \ I R X Ill{ ''"( II 

Prott'cth. to 
d v l hin.: 
1-:n, irmunr nl lll 
fli""M' :tulion ~ 

lo:u" ironm,·••lal 
ftl''• ~· autlun!l 

..:noccmnlla ou ~ro. 

Ill "' I ,,, ,, 
U-Ul ou-n t lu n c.ll'l be f :\ lm:(~ l h\ Th\.' U"C of s:pn.h 

llr f,l,l:;_ m)u le, If dn~po:.al u '( iioLll p h ul' d ·" J c 
~X""utl"l n t!O ~ ~ :. ~~ ~ ra~m . l..:: rll.. uu.:. 
~,.to nluu1 ''t '- '-';lO:SCI. 11 
~Ll.\IIC "-'~J4. :i- l liUU\)1'1. 

~houJd be=_ l ah..!n 1 11 l\IUI ror 
QCUtrillt~III UI\ bfltJ •h 

Sui; h m u.P.a h.:. m atd :J.C • 

prcf\:1 abh n. hn.."! wllh ( L>·t-..:· .... "<1 ' c n t i1hi H\n, t• .. ., . c1t1cl h:utdli•'S "''lptuu 
'hn ld ilk.,uJd "\\<C:W" c~o; fe~~ e.~t~.. I or ~. ~ ~~ (OM:c 
:.h al..' 1d ,_, ,...l ' ~'Uvol ,,~c_t ,• ~roh , ~~ .. im J • ut• t~ g4 t\o.!_.., 1 \Lid l t• ( ~m / ~.,._, .. 
mn-..~s. ( t it line ~r_.;. mrt a..~. f111d ..e l f. •m11:u nc t catl un .;~. H l •p.m-a;,.~ ~ 
:d\,.)~; ,/~_t he ... , ,lh cn tetl tl tucnJ~o.-d :-, ,_, w..c cn ..:mcr~ '""·n ..:t c.a. t n>WI"l l -- iiCTtn ;; 
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tn 

8 
(kcup;ttiouul '"~IJO\UI',-. b:u.ard.d'mlon~\,-d or rep ted ~ 

c:su amp r funs fuHt:ticn, rc~ncltil i h, 
ll :l!Wll l r fll:ti&OU an da 

nhe.. 'll u1 the M:lb c f1f t: 
dunuion ul' ., un ~..~• ld 

TLV l i>PR• 

ll:tnd< 
Ft't't 

Sl.in 

STELe 15min~ • 

101.11 

'I 1'11\"MC.\1. .\'-I> t 'UDIIt '.\1. I'KOI•t:IHit.S 

1'11\'SIC!\l. llAl'.·\ 
cmi I s , mbdl 

\ 1ui0Culnr \\\ :1 •hi 
~Jlel& tlc ,,.,(lUne " :=u (" tUl.325 !.. l'a 
Rc m '~d · >.1 uf • a It'l l . ' > ki',H .\Ir 
n,alm . fh'IIH (./ It I J:..S P:l 

( "'""' 'I . ., 

Odour 

I 0 SL\81 1.11 \ . \ .\I> fU:. \C'll VIT\ 

IJ 

Act· JC 

t•L,ngcnl~ 'ulphur,Ju:~ 

Conditio11s to ,., uid 1.."1. '\.:'H.-r u~e \."yhnd:.:~ 

lnrompHtihJt 

RUIItrl..h. 

ht: 

llau:ardmn O&'l'OIUI)O~iliun 11rodu,·u. Sulphlil d1 1Jc is nnt 
l13.1mn I• or c,. h.1Sl\C'. 1n eith..:l' the t;J.s.cous 
,,r lit.f,wd 1:11 It 1 :.r rcirut \ • \ tuhle ch\!rnH.:o.il. 
I"Ctnf)l,! IIUCS. Db, n e ~()(Xl ( llrc f 'C!\( Jfl..o.J t 

bnn~ l>N-11 J c'l C..::lahl lc ·mn1• sa1 WI1 ,,f 
alphur dJP \idc 

.\c e ( X IC'!I~ 

IJ I>I~I'O!SAL C'ONSIOt:K.\'110'-S 
0i<(>O$al \ltlhods IJ.1e '" 1. ~ "'mpte·\lr) an 

du•Mde J tspO. u (II\ I ~ c 
to "nsure that 
cumphcd " i1h 
ut Ul an CO 
AFRO:\ URN\ CI L 

14 TK.;\'-S I'ORII'-FOIOI .\TIO'

ROAD TR.-\1\SPORTATIOI\ 
1\o 

n ... 
~uhlldw' r.N. 
ERG ~o 
ll.:udt~ .. n '";mung 
SEA TR<\NSPORTATION 
IMIXi 
n:.,,. 

obcl 
AIR TRA~PORTATION 
IC' Q,1A TA C<>dc 
Cl ... 
Suboodllll\ .... 
Pac"a~mg mMmctions 

Cugu 
P xr 

Ma."\:inwm qu~mih' illlk.1\\Cd 
Car g .. , 
P.u•~no'\:r 

1079 
23 
Toxic and U.lif"N"'i'·~ g;u, 
1:;5 . 

Toxic ~nd Ct)ffl~n: ,pt 

107'1 
l .J 
To., ic,s»-

ION 
2.1 
T o:\ic. illtd nnosi' c sm. 

l Ull 
r biddca 

2H g 
r.-.bi~n 

ITC ll>~.ard , .... 
'RJsl. phr..., 

To'K'~ corr~i' pr; 
RlO llarm(ul ~ mh1l.a&10n 
Rl l fl:armful in cUII1.1Ct \\ilh .Jtoln 
R34 C'ouiiCll bum• 
R371rnl~ling ao rt:l(llratUn· ,.~'"item 
R:t8 lrnuuutg to tlu n 
R4 1 R.&sk of JCn<XD ®Jna.,: l.o~\CS 

pc or . phur 
• must he tu~~..~ 

R-'4 Rt!ol. of 11:pli.1slon 1 f hcatc.-d und::r ei11tfm.:m<:nt 
R~3 ~b~· emu;;: ~-ICrm ache.:r" l.'ll in the aquut.c 
..:;11 \ "i:OitmL"nl 

R5R ~ 11,1'\, c.ause h:.llle_-le.:m1 b~oh CfSiC' cll'"a:ts in \he: 
..:nnr~nt 

S~ Keep ou1 uf n:-X'h of ch•Lin:n 
S.) Keep tn a ctXJI ploc~ 
'iQ I\. eel' contmaer in a \\i:'IJ-,·cntilat.cd pl..c~ 
Sl..a A'01d cnntoK:l "ilh !&~\in 
S2~ \'oid Ct ... IXI \\ ith C\ '\."i 

'\2('i In CDC of CCIIII..CI \\ Uh C\"C~. riosc immcdiO'Ib:h· \\ ath 
~llcnt nr \\-.tt r aud . lllcdtc'al iK.Jncc 
~2~; Do not cmpl\ in drains 
S3H Ncn:r Ddd walu tu Lh1s produc1 
'iJf, \\c;ar sui lc prdU:C\I' e thllhing 
~JM tn c11.sc uf msullic:"oonl ,·cnul.:n•on. wcu uitabk 
n:spirator" cquiprr~a11 
S.Jt; WQI' C\"C f fa"t! pn.tlt'tliun 
S51 lJ oah· in \\'til ' cnailga\XI ;w.:ai 
S~ 7 ~ mP..<..'tJri.IIC Conliltnl11cnt k'l il\'Oid \."1\\ inJnntcnttal 
conumanqt.K'Ift 

Nat innallc:gl$lauon ~!om: 

R.::f<t lo S llS 1)21>.1 lor " 'l>l"""t ion ofth.: nb<"" 

16 OTIII!R 1:-IFOR\IATIOI'i 
th: il•bliu ·rupln 

AFROX 

ComiJ~CUCd G:a Anoctallon. Arlin •ll'll. V•r~"lllla 
llandboi>k of C'omprcucd Gosc• - J"' f.diuon 
Mmbclir.IIL ~bthcson G 0~ lk - t1• Editi<''" 
SAilS 0:!(,( - W.bc:lling of 0 utgcmtb S.Uilstan.:1.'1\ 

17 EXCLIJSIO'Ii OF I.IABILIT\ 
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ANNEXUREE 

Temperature results of the air-breathing ZAFC 

Table 4 Results of temperature experiments for the air-breathing ZAFC at 50% 

RH. 

Discharge time Voltage (V) 
(Ah) -20°C 20°C 40°C 60°C I 

I 70°C 
1 0.812 1.082 1.118 1.118 1.129 
2 0.776 1.082 1.129 1.129 1.129 
3 0.765 1.094 1. t 18 1. ]41 1.129 
4 0.765 1.082 1.129 1.118 1.118 
5 0.753 1.094 1.1 t 8 1.118 1.106 
6 0.729 1.082 1.129 1.153 1.082 
7 0.706 1.082 1.129 1.153 1.071 
8 0.682 1.082 1.118 1.153 1.024 
9 0.647 1.071 1.1 18 1.165 0.941 
10 0.624 1.071 1.106 1.153 0.871 
11 0.576 1.059 1. 106 1.153 0.741 
12 0.529 1.059 1.106 1.153 0.388 
13 0.471 1.059 1.094 1.153 0.012 
14 0.412 1.047 1.094 1.153 0 
15 0.341 1.047 1.082 1.141 
16 0.2 1.047 1.094 1.141 
17 0 1.047 1.082 1.129 
18 1.047 1.082 1.118 
19 1.012 1.082 1.082 
20 1.012 1.082 1.059 
21 1.012 1.071 1 
22 1 1.071 0.918 
23 1.012 1.071 0.718 
24 1.012 1.071 0.694 
25 1.012 1.071 0 
26 1 1.071 
27 1 1.047 
28 1 1.047 
29 0.988 1.024 
30 0.976 1.012 
31 0.965 0.988 
32 0.953 0.953 
33 0.941 0.918 
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34 0.918 0.835 
35 0.906 0.635 
36 0.906 0.024 
37 0.882 0 
38 0.871 
39 0.859 
40 0.824 
41 0.788 
42 0.718 
43 0.494 
44 0.035 
45 0 
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ANNEXUREF 

Temperature results of the air-breathing DMFC 

Table 5 Results of temperature experiments for the air-breathing DMFC at 50% 

RH. 

Current density Voltage (V) at Voltage (V) Voltage (V) Voltage (V) Voltage (V) 
JmAcm-2

) -l0°C at 22, 4°C at 30°C at 60°C I at 90°C 
0 0.998 1.04 1.06 1.13 1.14 

0.5 0.61 0.68 0.82 0.86 0.88 
1 0.44 0.53 0.71 0.79 0.8 

1.5 0.31 0.42 0.61 0.74 0.75 
2 0.18 0.33 0.52 0.69 0.7 

2.5 0.07 0.25 0.45 0.65 0.66 
3 0.18 0.37 0.61 0.62 

3.5 0.1 1 0.3 0.57 0.58 
4 0.05 0.24 0.53 0.55 

4.5 0.02 0.17 0.49 0.51 
5 0.11 0.46 0.48 

5.5 0.05 0.42 0.45 
6 0.39 0.41 

6.5 0.35 0.38 
7 0.32 0.35 

7.5 0.28 0.32 
8 0.24 0.29 

8.5 0.21 0.26 
9 0.18 0.23 

9.5 0.15 0.2 
10 0.12 0.18 

10.5 0.09 0.15 
11 0.06 0.12 

11.5 0.04 0.09 
12 0.06 
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ANNEXURE G 

Humidity results for the air-breathing ZAFC 

Table 6 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC discharged at 20°C under varying 

humidity conditions. 

Cell Voltage (V) 
Discharge time (Ah) 70%RH 80%RH 90%RH 

1 1.059 1.071 1.071 
2 1.071 1.071 1.071 
3 1.071 1.059 1.071 
4 1.059 1.047 1.071 
5 1.059 1.035 1.071 
6 1.047 1.059 1.07 1 
7 I 

1.047 1.047 L059 
8 1.047 1.047 1.059 
9 I 1.047 1.047 1.059 
10 1.035 1.035 1.047 
1 1 1.024 1.024 1.047 
12 1.024 1.024 1.035 
13 ).035 1 1.035 
14 1.024 0.988 1.024 
15 1.024 0.988 1.024 
16 1.024 0.976 1.012 
17 1.012 0.976 1.012 
18 1.012 0.953 1 
19 1 0.953 I 1 
20 0.988 0.941 0.976 
21 0.976 0.918 0.976 
22 0.965 0.906 0.965 
23 0.965 0.941 0.953 
24 0.94 1 0.929 0.941 
25 0.929 0.9 18 0.929 
26 0.929 0.906 0.929 
27 0.906 0.882 I~ 0.918 
28 0.894 0.847 0.906 
29 0.882 0.824 0.894 
30 0.894 0.8 0.882 
31 0.882 0.776 0.859 
32 0.871 0.729 0.847 
33 0.847 0.612 0.824 
34 0.824 0.318 0.8 
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35 0.776 0.012 0.788 
36 0.671 0 0.765 
37 0.518 0.706 

--

38 0.047 0.612 
39 0 0.435 
40 0.247 
41 0.012 
42 0 

Table 7 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC discharged at 60°C under varying 

humidity conditions. 

Voltage (V)_ 
Discharge time (Ah) 70%RH 80%RH 90%RH 

1 1.118 1.094 1.118 
2 1.118 1.094 1.118 
3 1.141 1.094 1.118 
4 1.129 1.082 1.118 
5 1.129 1.082 1.118 
6 1.129 1.082 1.118 
7 1.129 1.082 1.118 
8 1.129 1.082 1.118 
9 1.129 1.082 1.106 
10 1.129 1.082 1.106 
11 1.129 1.082 1.094 
12 1.118 1.071 1.106 
13 1.129 1.071 1. 106 
14 1.118 1.059 1.094 
15 1.118 1.059 1.082 
16 1.118 1.047 1.071 
17 1.094 1.035 1.082 
18 1.094 1.012 1.071 
19 1.094 I 1.071 
20 1.071 0.965 1.059 
21 1.071 0.906 1.047 
22 1.047 0.859 1.035 
23 1.035 0.729 1.035 
24 1.024 0.435 1.012 I 

25 I 0.035 1 I 

26 0.988 0.012 0.976 
27 0.965 0 0.965 

28 0.929 0.929 
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29 0.859 0.871 
30 0.682 0.788 
31 0.012 0.612 
32 0 0 
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ANNEXUREH 

Humidity results for the air-breathing DMFC 

Table 8 Results of the air-breathing DMFC under varying humidity conditions at 

25°C. 

Current density Voltage (V) 
(mAcm-2

) RH=70% RH=80% RH=90% 
0 1.06 1.05 1.04 

0.5 0.82 0.74 0.73 
1 0.73 0.64 0.61 

1.5 0.65 0.55 0.52 
2 0.57 0.47 0.44 

·--

2.5 0.49 0.4 0.36 
3 0.42 0.32 0.29 

3.5 0.36 0.27 0.22 
4 0.29 0.21 0.16 

4.5 0.24 0.15 0.1 
5 0.17 0.09 0.04 

5.5 0.11 0.06 
6 0.06 

Table 9 Results of the air-breathing DMFC under varying humidity conditions at 

60°C. 

Current density Volt~effi 
(mAcm-2

) RH=70% RH=80% RH=90% 
0 1.07 1.13 1.14 

0.5 0.78 0.82 0.84 
1 0.69 0.72 0.76 

1.5 0.62 0.65 0.67 
2 0.56 0.59 0.61 

2.5 0.48 0.52 0.54 
3 0.42 0.47 0.48 

3.5 0.37 0.42 0.44 
4 0.33 0.36 0.39 

4.5 0.28 0.31 0.34 
5 0.24 0.26 0.27 

5.5 0.19 0.22 0.23 
6 0.15 0.18 0.19 

6.5 0.11 0.14 0.17 
7 0.07 0.09 0.105 
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7.5 0.05 0.06 
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ANNEXURE I 

Air pollution results of the air-breathing ZAFC 

Table 10 Results of the air pollution experiments for the air-breathing ZAFC. 

Discharge Cell Voltage (V) 
time (Ah) On clean air Exposed to 20 Exposed to 20 Exposed to 20 

ppm N20 ppm so2 ppm CO 
1 1.024 0.965 I 0.894 I 0.976 
2 1.024 0.953 0.871 0.953 
3 1.012 0.941 0.859 0.929 
4 1.012 0.918 0.847 0.906 
5 1 0.894 0.824 0.882 
6 0.988 0.847 0.788 0.871 
7 0.976 0.835 0.766 0.835 
8 0.965 0.812 0.741 0.788 
9 0.941 0.776 0.706 0.765 
10 0.929 0.694 0.612 0.741 
11 0.906 0.247 0.435 0.706 
12 0.882 0.035 0.659 
13 0.847 0.588 
14 0.788 0.424 
16 0.671 0.024 
17 0.059 
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ANNEXUREJ 

Air pollution results of the air-breathing DMFC 

Table 11 Results of the air-breathing DMFC before and after being exposed to 20 

ppm N02, CO, S02 and N20 impurities respectively. 

Current density Voltage (V), on Voltage (V), 20 Voltage (V), after 
(mAcm-2) clean air ppm N02 exposure 

0 1.06 0.87 0.93 
0.5 0.82 0.55 0.69 

I 0.7I 0.4I 0.57 
1.5 0.6I 0.27 0.4I 
2 0.52 O.I6 0.28 

2.5 0.45 0.07 O.I5 
3 0.37 0.04 

3.5 0.3 
4 0.24 

4.5 O.I7 
5 O.II 

5.5 0.05 
Current density Voltage (V), on a Voltage (V), 20 Voltage (V), after 

(mAcm-2) clean air ppm CO exposure 
0 1.06 1.06 1.03 

0.5 0.82 0.69 0.66 
I 0.7I 0.57 0.55 

1.5 0.6I 0.47 0.45 
2 0.52 0.37 0.36 

2.5 0.45 0.29 0.27 
3 0.37 0.2I O.I9 

3.5 0.3 O.I4 O.I2 
4 0.24 0.08 0.05 

4.5 O.I7 O.OI 
5 O.II 

5.5 0.05 
Current density Voltage (V), on Voltage (V), 20 Voltage (V), after 

(mAcm-2) clean air p]!_m so2 exposure 
0 1.06 1.06 1.03 

0.5 0.82 0.68 0.65 
I 0.7I 0.57 0.56 

1.5 0.6I 0.47 0.47 
2 0.52 0.38 0.39 

2.5 0.45 0.3 0.3 
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4.5 0.17 0.04 0.04 
5 0.11 

5.5 0.05 
Current density Voltage (V), on Voltage (V), 20 Voltage (V), after 

(mAcm-2
) clean air ppm N20 exposure 

0 1.06 1.06 1.04 
0.5 0.82 0.77 0.68 
1 0.71 0.66 0.58 

1.5 0.61 0.57 0.48 
2 0.52 0.49 0.39 

2.5 0.45 0.41 0.31 
3 0.37 0.34 0.23 

3.5 0.3 0.28 0.16 
4 0.24 0.2 0.09 

4.5 0.17 0.13 0.02 
5 0.11 0.06 

5.5 0.05 0.02 
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ANNEXUREK 

Results of the air-breathing ZAFC at ambient room conditions 

Table 12 Results of the air-breathing ZAFC discharged at ambient room conditions 

at a constant rate of 1 A and 2 A. 

Discharge time (Ah) Cell Voltage (V) at 1 A Celt Voltag_e ~(V) at 2 A 
1 1.118 1.082 
2 1.118 1.082 
3 1.118 1.082 
4 1.118 1.082 
5 1.118 1.082 
6 1.129 1.082 
7 1.118 1.082 
8 1.118 1.082 
9 1.129 1.071 
10 1.129 1.071 
11 1.118 1.059 
12 1.118 1.059 
13 1.129 1.059 
14 1.118 1.047 
15 1.118 1.047 
16 1.118 1.047 
17 1.118 1.047 
18 1.118 1.047 
19 1.118 1.012 
20 1.118 1.012 
21 1.118 1.012 
22 1.118 1.012 
23 1.118 : 1.012 
24 1.118 II 1.012 
25 1.106 I t.Oi2 
26 1.118 1 
27 1.118 1 
28 1.118 1 
29 1.106 0.988 
30 1.106 0.976 
31 1.106 0.965 
32 1.106 0.953 
33 1.106 0.941 
34 1.106 0.918 
35 1.094 0.906 
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36 1.094 0.906 
37 1.094 0.882 
38 1.094 0.871 
39 1.082 0.859 
40 1.082 0.824 
41 1.082 0.788 
42 1.082 0.718 

---

43 1.071 0.565 
44 1.071 0.494 
45 1.071 0.035 
46 1.071 0.024 
47 1.059 0 
48 1.059 
49 1.059 
50 1.047 
51 1.047 I 

52 1.035 
53 1.047 
54 1.035 
55 1.035 
56 1.024 
57 1.024 
58 1.024 
59 1.012 
60 1 
61 1 
62 0.976 
63 0.965 
64 0.965 
65 0.953 
66 0.953 
67 0.929 
68 0.918 
69 0.906 
70 0.894 
71 0.871 
72 0.847 
73 ' 0.8 
74 0.682 
75 0.529 
76 0.282 
77 0 
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